Public at grade railroad crossings in SC by South Carolina Department of Transportation
CROSSING 
NUMBER
COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
639044UABBEVILLE PFSR- 505 CURTAIL RD CROSSBUCKS
639045BABBEVILLE S-120 PUMP HOUSE RD CROSSBUCKS
639046HABBEVILLE EDWARDS DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
639052LABBEVILLE REDD STREET CROSSBUCKS
639059JABBEVILLE BOSLER FARM ROAD CROSSBUCKS
639062SABBEVILLE S-163 MUD CREEK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639066UABBEVILLE S-32 OLD CALHOUN FALLS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639068HABBEVILLE S-207 KERSHAW ST. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639069PABBEVILLE S-82   ANDERSON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633689HAIKEN CR 432  LANDING RD. CROSSBUCKS
633690CAIKEN BATES HILL RD CROSSBUCKS
633691JAIKEN BLUFF LANDING RD CROSSBUCKS
633692RAIKEN S-32 SILVER BLUFF RD CROSSBUCKS
633693XAIKEN BROWN HILL RD CROSSBUCKS
633698GAIKEN GUM SWAMP RD CROSSBUCKS
715627NAIKEN S-145 STORM BRANCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715632KAIKEN S-46  RAILROAD STREET CROSSBUCKS
715633SAIKEN S-394  MAPLE ST CROSSBUCKS
715634YAIKEN SC 421  AUGUSTA RD CROSSBUCKS
715635FAIKEN S-731  FLINT DR CROSSBUCKS
715636MAIKEN S-2240 BATH MILL STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715637UAIKEN S-67 ANTHONY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715640CAIKEN S-279 CARTER LN CROSSBUCKS
715641JAIKEN S-279 SYCAMORE ST CROSSBUCKS
715642RAIKEN S-257 CARLINE RD CROSSBUCKS
715643XAIKEN SC 421  AUGUSTA RD SPECIAL FLAGGED
715645LAIKEN S-66 HUBER CLAY ROAD CROSSBUCKS
715646TAIKEN S-454 MINTER AVE CROSSBUCKS
715647AAIKEN S-254 LANGLEY DAM RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715653DAIKEN S-2106 LINE ST CROSSBUCKS
715654KAIKEN SC 191 MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715655SAIKEN SC 191 MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715659UAIKEN S-971 & 761 SAMUEL ST & ARB FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715670UAIKEN S-809  MARSHALL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715671BAIKEN S-33 ASCAUGA LAKE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715672HAIKEN SC 191 CANAL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715674WAIKEN S-105 VAUCLUSE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715675DAIKEN SC 191 SENN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715749TAIKEN S-100  WILLIAMSBURG ST CROSSBUCKS
715750MAIKEN S-100  WILLIAMSBURG ST CROSSBUCKS
715751UAIKEN S-367    MARION ST CROSSBUCKS
715752BAIKEN S-3    PARK AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715753HAIKEN S-166  UNION ST CROSSBUCKS
715754PAIKEN US78 RICHLAND AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715755WAIKEN US 78  RICHLAND AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715756DAIKEN S-177  BARNWELL AVE CROSSBUCKS
715757KAIKEN S-177  BARNWELL AVE CROSSBUCKS
715758SAIKEN S-366 EDGEFIELD AVE CROSSBUCKS
715760TAIKEN S-366 EDGEFIELD AVE CROSSBUCKS
715761AAIKEN S-176 ABBEVILLE AVE CROSSBUCKS
715762GAIKEN S-176 ABBEVILLE AVE CROSSBUCKS
715763NAIKEN S-29 HAMPTON AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715764VAIKEN US 1    YORK ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715765CAIKEN SC 118  RUTLAND RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715767RAIKEN S-26  REYNOLDS POND RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720835AAIKEN S-225 DIBBLE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720836GAIKEN S-2100 BURGUNDY ROAD CROSSBUCKS
720838VAIKEN S-70 GREENVILLE ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721360NAIKEN WOODWARD AVE CROSSBUCKS
721361VAIKEN S-113 OLD BARNWELL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
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721363JAIKEN STATE CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
721364RAIKEN COUNTY CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
721365XAIKEN COUNTY CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
721366EAIKEN COUNTY CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
721367LAIKEN COUNTY CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
721368TAIKEN US 78 CHARLESTON HWY CROSSBUCKS
721369AAIKEN S-2322 DELOACH WAY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
721370UAIKEN STATE CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
721371BAIKEN S-356  OLD AIRPORT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
721374WAIKEN S-817 PARK AVE CROSSBUCKS
721375DAIKEN S-494 TIMBERLANE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
721376KAIKEN S-119 CHARLESTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721377SAIKEN S-817 PARK AVE CROSSBUCKS
721380AAIKEN S-367 MARION ST CROSSBUCKS
721383VAIKEN S-817  PARK AVE CROSSBUCKS
728953EAIKEN S-817 PARK AVE. CROSSBUCKS
915899DAIKEN S-3 PARK AVE CROSSBUCKS
915970KAIKEN CAMP KIWANIS LANE CROSSBUCKS
917035MAIKEN SC-118  PINE LOG RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
922625UAIKEN S-144 BETTIS ACADEMY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
922626BAIKEN INDUSTRIAL AVE CROSSBUCKS
922627HAIKEN S-105 OLD VAUCLUSE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
925879UAIKEN SC-191 CANAL STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633529UALLENDALE S-447  BAY SHORE DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633531VALLENDALE S-16  SALUDA AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633532CALLENDALE S-43 CHARLESTON AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633533JALLENDALE US 321  HAMPTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633534RALLENDALE S-18  7TH ST/PICKENS AVE. CROSSBUCKS
633535XALLENDALE S-109 6TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633536EALLENDALE S-13  AIKEN AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633537LALLENDALE S-89   UNION ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633539AALLENDALE S-47 BOUNDARY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633543PALLENDALE S-336 AIRPORT LOOP CROSSBUCKS
633545DALLENDALE S-10   FRONTAGE RD SPECIAL FLAGGED
633546KALLENDALE S-336 AIRPORT LOOP FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633547SALLENDALE S-10  FRONTAGE RD SPECIAL FLAGGED
633548YALLENDALE S-337 FRONTAGE RD CROSSBUCKS
633550AALLENDALE S-337 FRONTAGE RD CROSSBUCKS
633551GALLENDALE S-131 RAILROAD AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633552NALLENDALE S-124 ALBECON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633553VALLENDALE S-14  MARION ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633554CALLENDALE S-8 MEMORIAL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633556RALLENDALE S-27 BOWERS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633558EALLENDALE S-22 BLUFF RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633560FALLENDALE S-53 CONCORD CHURCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633562UALLENDALE S-52 APPLETON BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633568KALLENDALE SC 3 RIVER ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633570LALLENDALE S-102 CHERT QUARRY ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633576CALLENDALE RAILROAD AVENUE CROSSBUCKS
633577JALLENDALE S-368 LITTLE HELL RD CROSSBUCKS
634805XALLENDALE US 301 BURTONS FERRY HWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634806EALLENDALE S-145 W CREECH ST CROSSBUCKS
634808TALLENDALE S-347 POND TOWN RD CROSSBUCKS
634811BALLENDALE S-99 DOBSON ST CROSSBUCKS
634812HALLENDALE S-105 COTTON ST CROSSBUCKS
634813PALLENDALE SC 641 MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634814WALLENDALE S-146 OLD ORANGEBURG RD CROSSBUCKS
634816KALLENDALE S-509 WALKER RD CROSSBUCKS
634817SALLENDALE S-89 BARKERS MILL POND RD CROSSBUCKS
634819FALLENDALE S-47 BOUNDARY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
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634823VALLENDALE S-109    6TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634825JALLENDALE US-278/S-18 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634826RALLENDALE US 278 & S-18 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634827XALLENDALE S-114    9TH ST CROSSBUCKS
634828EALLENDALE S-148   10TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634829LALLENDALE S-76    14TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634830FALLENDALE S-86    17TH ST CROSSBUCKS
634833BALLENDALE S-376 SCOTSMAN DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634835PALLENDALE S-69 POCOTALIGO RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639954RALLENDALE US-301/278 MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715452MALLENDALE S-8 MEMORIAL ST CROSSBUCKS
715453UALLENDALE S-98 BAY ST. CROSSBUCKS
918123BALLENDALE S-123 ESTHER ST CROSSBUCKS
918124HALLENDALE S-242 PERRY ST. CROSSBUCKS
639965DANDERSON BLYTHE ST CROSSBUCKS
640509AANDERSON EVATT RD CROSSBUCKS
640511BANDERSON HORACE BELL RD CROSSBUCKS
640512HANDERSON S-205 SIMPSON RD CROSSBUCKS
640513PANDERSON S-285 CAMPBELL RD CROSSBUCKS
640514WANDERSON GW STEVENS RD CROSSBUCKS
640517SANDERSON BEEKS RD CROSSBUCKS
640520AANDERSON BLAKES DAIRY RD CROSSBUCKS
640521GANDERSON BROYLES AVE CROSSBUCKS
640524CANDERSON S-181 O'NEAL AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640525JANDERSON SALUDA STREET CROSSBUCKS
640526RANDERSON S-598  MAHAFFEY ST CROSSBUCKS
640527XANDERSON CALHOUN ROAD CROSSBUCKS
640529LANDERSON EDKER BURNS RD CROSSBUCKS
640531MANDERSON S-147 SHERRARD RD CROSSBUCKS
640533BANDERSON S-147 SHERRARD RD CROSSBUCKS
640535PANDERSON S-29 MAXCY DR CROSSBUCKS
640536WANDERSON CHEDDAR ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640538KANDERSON RICHARD CHAPMAN RD CROSSBUCKS
640539SANDERSON S-502 WESLEY ELLISON RD CROSSBUCKS
640542AANDERSON L-98 ACADEMY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640544NANDERSON PRINCE STREET CROSSBUCKS
640546CANDERSON S-576  WILLIAMS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640547JANDERSON S-931   MILL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640548RANDERSON GREEN STREET CROSSBUCKS
640550SANDERSON MATTISON STREET CROSSBUCKS
640552FANDERSON S-577  TRIPP ST CROSSBUCKS
640554UANDERSON SALUDA RD CROSSBUCKS
640556HANDERSON DUNLAP RD CROSSBUCKS
640558WANDERSON ADGER STREET CROSSBUCKS
640559DANDERSON LYMAN STREET SPECIAL FLAGGED
640562LANDERSON SC 8   LIBBY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640564AANDERSON JORDAN ST CROSSBUCKS
640565GANDERSON STEVENSON ST CROSSBUCKS
640756SANDERSON S-326 HUDGENS ST SPECIAL FLAGGED
640764JANDERSON S-263 WHITE STREET CROSSBUCKS
640765RANDERSON S-563 RICHMOND STREET CROSSBUCKS
640766XANDERSON S-141 MCDUFFIE ST CROSSBUCKS
640767EANDERSON SC-28 MAIN ST CROSSBUCKS
640768LANDERSON HAMMETT ST CROSSBUCKS
640769TANDERSON S-516 JUNE ST CROSSBUCKS
640771UANDERSON S-515 HARRIS ST CROSSBUCKS
640772BANDERSON SC-81 MURRAY ST CROSSBUCKS
640794BANDERSON S-352  GLENN ST SPECIAL FLAGGED
640796PANDERSON SC 24   WEST WHITNER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640797WANDERSON S-22  EAST MARKET ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
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640802RANDERSON S-415  EAST FRANKLIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640804EANDERSON S-514    DON AVENUE SPECIAL FLAGGED
640805LANDERSON S-47   LEWIS ST SPECIAL FLAGGED
640809NANDERSON SC 28   PEARMAN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640810HANDERSON US 29 W SHOCKLEY FERRT RO FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640811PANDERSON MOORE STREET CROSSBUCKS
640812WANDERSON S-128 MANLEY ST CROSSBUCKS
640813DANDERSON S-101 ROOSEVELT DR CROSSBUCKS
640814KANDERSON MASTERS DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
640821VANDERSON S-65 MASTERS BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640823JANDERSON S-65 MASTERS BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640824RANDERSON GAFFNEY RD CROSSBUCKS
640825XANDERSON L-259   TRAVIS RD CROSSBUCKS
640826EANDERSON YOUNG RD CROSSBUCKS
640828TANDERSON SC 81 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640829AANDERSON PAYNE DR SPECIAL FLAGGED
640830UANDERSON S-49 FLATROCK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640831BANDERSON HARRY DR SPECIAL FLAGGED
716981YANDERSON JOHNSON RD CROSSBUCKS
716982FANDERSON S-751 BRICK MILL RD CROSSBUCKS
716984UANDERSON S-265 HAMBY RD CROSSBUCKS
716985BANDERSON EVATT RD CROSSBUCKS
716987PANDERSON BROCK RD CROSSBUCKS
716989DANDERSON GARY FARM RD CROSSBUCKS
716990XANDERSON S-70 DOCHENO RD CROSSBUCKS
716993TANDERSON S-317 FLOYD WRIGHT DR CROSSBUCKS
716998CANDERSON S-384 GUTHRIE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
717003EANDERSON S-266 CARROLL LANE CROSSBUCKS
717004LANDERSON STATE CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
717005TANDERSON S-64 DEAN ST CROSSBUCKS
717006AANDERSON MCDUFFIE ST CROSSBUCKS
717214BANDERSON US 76 /178 ANDERSON ST CROSSBUCKS
717215HANDERSON ACADEMY STREET CROSSBUCKS
717218DANDERSON NORTH ST CROSSBUCKS
717219KANDERSON S-589 POPLAR ST CROSSBUCKS
717220EANDERSON STATE CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
717221LANDERSON S-136 ZION ST CROSSBUCKS
717223AANDERSON HAZEL DR CROSSBUCKS
717227CANDERSON S-560 MURDOCK ST CROSSBUCKS
717230KANDERSON HAROLD LANE CROSSBUCKS
717233FANDERSON S-973 SHERWOOD DR CROSSBUCKS
717234MANDERSON S-80 JAMES COX RD CROSSBUCKS
717235UANDERSON S-246 PEA CREEK RD CROSSBUCKS
717237HANDERSON S-118 N MAJOR RD CROSSBUCKS
717240RANDERSON BELHAVEN RD CROSSBUCKS
717241XANDERSON STANLEY DR CROSSBUCKS
717242EANDERSON S-48 AMITY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717243LANDERSON L-247 PLANTATION DR CROSSBUCKS
717244TANDERSON SHIRLANE DR CROSSBUCKS
717246GANDERSON US-29 NORTH BYPASS FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717247NANDERSON S-111 SOUTH GOSSETT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717248VANDERSON S-326 CAUGHLIN AVENUE CROSSBUCKS
717249CANDERSON S-798 JEFFERSON ST CROSSBUCKS
717250WANDERSON S-310 EAST WHITNER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717251DANDERSON S-274 FANT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717252KANDERSON S-650 MANNING ST CROSSBUCKS
717255FANDERSON S-688 WEST ORR ST CROSSBUCKS
717256MANDERSON B STREET CROSSBUCKS
717257UANDERSON STATE CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
717258BANDERSON S-71 ROGERS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
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717260CANDERSON S-302 CAMELLIA DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717261JANDERSON S-34 WHITE HALL FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717263XANDERSON S-971 DUNN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717265LANDERSON THRASHER ROAD SPECIAL FLAGGED
717266TANDERSON NONE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
717267AANDERSON DENVER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717268GANDERSON S-273 CHAPMAN RD CROSSBUCKS
717269NANDERSON S-58 SANDY SPRING RD CROSSBUCKS
717272WANDERSON S-162 GERLI ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717273DANDERSON MCGEE STREET CROSSBUCKS
717274KANDERSON MAJOR ST CROSSBUCKS
717275SANDERSON S-115 CHERRY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717276YANDERSON S-29 MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
726281UANDERSON US 76/178 SOUTH MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
726286DANDERSON S-1056 WESTINGHOUSE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
915202CANDERSON S-265 HAMBY RD CROSSBUCKS
918197TANDERSON MURRAY ST CROSSBUCKS
922605HANDERSON US-29 W SHOCKLEY FERRY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
922606PANDERSON MICHELIN BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632362GBAMBERG S-26 VORHEES RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632363NBAMBERG S-351  MAYFIELD ST CROSSBUCKS
634767RBAMBERG S-49 CHAR-AUGUSTA RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634769EBAMBERG S-386 SYKES RD CROSSBUCKS
634770YBAMBERG SHILLY RD CROSSBUCKS
634771FBAMBERG S-271 PITT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634772MBAMBERG DALLY ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634773UBAMBERG US 78 BARUCH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634776PBAMBERG S-103     COKER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634778DBAMBERG SC 70   HAGOOD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634779KBAMBERG S-26 VORHEES RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634780EBAMBERG S-224  MAYFIELD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634781LBAMBERG S-227 CLARK ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634782TBAMBERG S-54 LOCUST AVE CROSSBUCKS
634783ABAMBERG S-410 GRAPEVINE RD CROSSBUCKS
634785NBAMBERG S-47 HONEYFORD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634786VBAMBERG S-232 HEATWOLF RD CROSSBUCKS
634789RBAMBERG S-200 EUBANKS ST CROSSBUCKS
634791SBAMBERG S-22 EHRHARDT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634793FBAMBERG MEMORIAL CHURCH ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634795UBAMBERG DANA AVE CROSSBUCKS
634797HBAMBERG SC 64 LOWCOUNTRY HWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634798PBAMBERG S-106    4TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634800NBAMBERG S-425 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634801VBAMBERG S-620 HOOKS RD CROSSBUCKS
634803JBAMBERG S-40 SCHOFIELD RD CROSSBUCKS
633584UBARNWELL S-493 STEEL CREEK ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632437DBEAUFORT S-33   RIVER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632438KBEAUFORT S-751 SALKEHATCHIE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632439SBEAUFORT S-3 FLOWERS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631938EBERKELEY S-64  ROOSEVELT DR CROSSBUCKS
631939LBERKELEY S-289   MILL STREET CROSSBUCKS
631940FBERKELEY US 52 BYRNES DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
631941MBERKELEY SC 45   RAVENEL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
631942UBERKELEY FISHERMANS DR CROSSBUCKS
631943BBERKELEY S-35 ST. STEPHEN RD CROSSBUCKS
631944HBERKELEY S-35 ST.STEPHEN RD CROSSBUCKS
631945PBERKELEY S-64  ROOSEVELT DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631946WBERKELEY SC 45 CHURCH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631947DBERKELEY S-40 ELM ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631948KBERKELEY S-27 S MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
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631952ABERKELEY S-35 DENNIS RIDGE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631953GBERKELEY S-42   BEACH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631955VBERKELEY L-52 FIELDSTONE LANE CROSSBUCKS
631956CBERKELEY S-368 MANIGAULT DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631958RBERKELEY S-20 POWERHOUSE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631961YBERKELEY SC 6  E MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631962FBERKELEY S-43  ALTMAN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631964UBERKELEY S-357 GAILLARD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631965BBERKELEY S-50 OAKLEY ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631966HBERKELEY S-9  CYPRESS GARDENS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631968WBERKELEY S-667 MEDWAY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631970XBERKELEY S-45 MONTAGUE PLANTATION FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631971EBERKELEY S-400 WINDSOR MILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631972LBERKELEY S-281 HOLLYWOOD DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631973TBERKELEY S-529   LIBERTY HALL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631974ABERKELEY S-37 REDBANK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631976NBERKELEY S-648   OTRANTO RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631977VBERKELEY S-1116 MABELINE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631978CBERKELEY S-2391 STOKES AVE. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631979JBERKELEY S-89 HANAHAN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632243XBERKELEY S-24 YEAMANS HALL RD CROSSBUCKS
632244EBERKELEY S-136  N RHETT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632245LBERKELEY COMMERCE CIRCLE CROSSBUCKS
634980NBERKELEY SC 45 FRENCH SANTEE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634982CBERKELEY PFSR-157 TIGER CORNER CROSSBUCKS
634983JBERKELEY PFSR-155 JACKIE LANE CROSSBUCKS
634984RBERKELEY PFSR-161 FAREWELL CORNER CROSSBUCKS
634985XBERKELEY SC 41 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634986EBERKELEY S-48 BETHERA RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634988TBERKELEY BEREA LANE CROSSBUCKS
634990UBERKELEY S-171 WITHERBEE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634991BBERKELEY L-376 TUTTLES ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634992HBERKELEY S-376 ALLIGATOR RD CROSSBUCKS
634993PBERKELEY SC 402 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634994WBERKELEY L-869 CUFFEE SIMMONS RD CROSSBUCKS
634995DBERKELEY S-44 DR EVANS RD CROSSBUCKS
635001MBERKELEY S-503 BUSHY PARK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
635010LBERKELEY S-29 RED BANK LNDG FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640415YBERKELEY FISHERMANS DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
640416FBERKELEY S-35 ST STEPHEN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640417MBERKELEY S-204 RUSSELL STORE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640419BBERKELEY S-204 RUSSELL STORE RD CROSSBUCKS
640425EBERKELEY EAGLE LANDING ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640450MBERKELEY S-23 SPRINGWOOD RD CROSSBUCKS
640452BBERKELEY S-708 VIPER RD CROSSBUCKS
640453HBERKELEY S-644 BRANDYWINE BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640940EBERKELEY US 52 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
871960DBERKELEY S-376 STRAWBERRY RD CROSSBUCKS
871961KBERKELEY PFSR-6344 CROSSBUCKS
871963YBERKELEY SC 402 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
871967BBERKELEY S-98 CAINHOY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
871973EBERKELEY S-99 CHARITY CHURCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
871974LBERKELEY S-1177 FROST LANE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
871975TBERKELEY PFSR-189A WANDO AVENUE CROSSBUCKS
871976ABERKELEY PFSR-189 WANDO MOTORWAY CROSSBUCKS
871978NBERKELEY S-98 CAINHOY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
913966NBERKELEY S-20 POWERHOUSE RD CROSSBUCKS
913972SBERKELEY S-29 RED BANK LANDING CROSSBUCKS
918540KBERKELEY RAILWAY LANE CROSSBUCKS
922623FBERKELEY S-29 GOOSE CREEK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
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632047RCALHOUN S-26  WHISTLING SWAN RD CROSSBUCKS
632265XCALHOUN S-129  LOW FALLS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632268TCALHOUN LANDMARK ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632270UCALHOUN SC 267  MCCORDS FERRY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632273PCALHOUN S-72   HUTTO POND ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632275DCALHOUN SC 6  OLD NUMBER SIX HWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632279FCALHOUN S-27 NATES STORE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632282NCALHOUN S-127 WINDING BROOK DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
632284CCALHOUN US176 OLD STATE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632287XCALHOUN S-93 1ST STREET CROSSBUCKS
632288ECALHOUN S-94 CEMETERY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720898ECALHOUN S-475 BAIR ROAD CROSSBUCKS
720901KCALHOUN S-46  F.R. HUFF DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720905MCALHOUN DEPOT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720908HCALHOUN S-42   PREFERENCE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720909PCALHOUN S-206   HEMLOCK RD CROSSBUCKS
720914LCALHOUN SC-419 FORT MOTTE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720915TCALHOUN WISE RD CROSSBUCKS
922619RCALHOUN S-122   RILEY ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631980DCHARLESTON S-13 REMOUNT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631981KCHARLESTON S-62   MONTAGUE AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631982SCHARLESTON GAYNOR AVE CROSSBUCKS
631984FCHARLESTON S-39 MEETING ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631985MCHARLESTON US-78/52 RIVERS AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631986UCHARLESTON S-60 SOUTH RHETT AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631988HCHARLESTON SC-642 DORCHESTER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
631990JCHARLESTON S-162 ACABEE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
631991RCHARLESTON S-151   MISROON ST CROSSBUCKS
631997GCHARLESTON US 52   MEETING ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
631998NCHARLESTON S-114   BRIGADE ST. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632001CCHARLESTON L-126 ROMNEY ST CROSSBUCKS
632002JCHARLESTON L-660  HUGUENIN ST CROSSBUCKS
632018FCHARLESTON S-475 LEADS AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632019MCHARLESTON SC642 DORCHESTER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632020GCHARLESTON S-469 VENEER AVE CROSSBUCKS
632022VCHARLESTON S-895 INDUSTRIAL AVE CROSSBUCKS
632025RCHARLESTON S-894 AZALEA DR CROSSBUCKS
632026XCHARLESTON S-895 INDUSTRIAL AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632034PCHARLESTON SC-642 DORCHESTER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632037KCHARLESTON S-162   ACABEE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632038SCHARLESTON S-151   MISROON ST CROSSBUCKS
632140XCHARLESTON S-894 AZALEA RD CROSSBUCKS
632150DCHARLESTON S-13 REMOUNT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632151KCHARLESTON S-689  BRADDOCK AVE CROSSBUCKS
632152SCHARLESTON DURANT AVE CROSSBUCKS
632153YCHARLESTON S-42   MONTAGUE AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632173KCHARLESTON TUXBURY ST CROSSBUCKS
632174SCHARLESTON S-1107 PITTSBURG RD CROSSBUCKS
632175YCHARLESTON CHERRY HILL LANE CROSSBUCKS
632176FCHARLESTON S-1107 CHERRY HILL LANE CROSSBUCKS
632177MCHARLESTON US 52 MEETING ST. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632183RCHARLESTON S-1867 ROMNEY ST CROSSBUCKS
632402CCHARLESTON S-2032 SANDERS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632405XCHARLESTON SC 162 RANTOWEL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632408TCHARLESTON S-92 SALTERS HILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632410UCHARLESTON SC 165 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632411BCHARLESTON NEW ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632412HCHARLESTON S-2150 OLD JACKSONBOR RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632413PCHARLESTON SC 174 ADAMS RUN RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632415DCHARLESTON S-38 PARKERS FERRY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
721387XCHARLESTON S-162 ACABEE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
721388ECHARLESTON S-151   MISROON ST CROSSBUCKS
721390FCHARLESTON S-2483 HACKEMANN RD CROSSBUCKS
721393BCHARLESTON S-77 DISCHER ST CROSSBUCKS
721394HCHARLESTON US 52   MEETING ST. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
721431HCHARLESTON S-981 TAYLOR ST. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721432PCHARLESTON US 52/78 RIVERS AVE. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
721433WCHARLESTON S-102 ATTAWAY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721434DCHARLESTON S-60   RHETT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
721435KCHARLESTON S-58   VIRGINIA ST. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
721436SCHARLESTON S-13 REMOUNT RD CROSSBUCKS
721438FCHARLESTON S-58   VIRGINIA ST. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721439MCHARLESTON S-58   VIRGINIA ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721440GCHARLESTON S-42   MONTAGUE AVE CROSSBUCKS
721442VCHARLESTON S-13 REMOUNT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
721443CCHARLESTON S-1342 AVIATION RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721446XCHARLESTON S-2441 JET PARK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721447ECHARLESTON S-1187 MIDLAND PARK ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
721448LCHARLESTON S-75 ASHLEY PHOSPHATE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721452BCHARLESTON S-76 OLD LADSON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721454PCHARLESTON S-169  VON OSHEN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721456DCHARLESTON S-1744 DUNMEYER HILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721457KCHARLESTON S-1307 E PICKNEY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
841159RCHARLESTON JOHNSON ST CROSSBUCKS
841175ACHARLESTON S-662 CHARLOTTE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
841176GCHARLESTON L-404   CALHOUN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
841177NCHARLESTON L-111   LAURENS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
904997NCHARLESTON GREENLEAF ST CROSSBUCKS
904998VCHARLESTON GREENLEAF ST CROSSBUCKS
913935PCHARLESTON S-13 REMOUNT RD. CROSSBUCKS
913936WCHARLESTON S-13 REMOUNT RD CROSSBUCKS
913974FCHARLESTON AQUARIUM WHARF FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
914729FCHARLESTON GREENLEAF ST CROSSBUCKS
915250SCHARLESTON S-297 SUMMERVILLE AVE CROSSBUCKS
915252FCHARLESTON S-77 DISCHER STREET CROSSBUCKS
915253MCHARLESTON US-78 KING ST CROSSBUCKS
915254UCHARLESTON HAGOOD ST CROSSBUCKS
915256HCHARLESTON S-2416 MILFORD ST CROSSBUCKS
915257PCHARLESTON BRASWELL ST CROSSBUCKS
915482GCHARLESTON S-2742 OCEANIC ST CROSSBUCKS
915483NCHARLESTON S-131 ASHEPOO ST CROSSBUCKS
915484VCHARLESTON S-1665 TRESCOTT ST CROSSBUCKS
918388DCHARLESTON S-32 SPRUILL AVENUE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
925898YCHARLESTON B AVENUE CROSSBUCKS
244274BCHEROKEE L-93 ISLAND FORD RD CROSSBUCKS
244277WCHEROKEE S-76 STUDEBAKER RD CROSSBUCKS
716283FCHEROKEE S-99 TRIBAL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716286BCHEROKEE S-127 MOUNTAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716288PCHEROKEE S-148 N SHELBY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716289WCHEROKEE S-190 N RUTHERFORD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716290RCHEROKEE S-176  N. CHESTER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716291XCHEROKEE S-225  N JOHN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716292ECHEROKEE S-43 N CHARLESTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716293LCHEROKEE S-245 MOSS CROSSING FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716301BCHEROKEE S-167   13TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716314CCHEROKEE S-90     6TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716315JCHEROKEE L-24     3RD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716316RCHEROKEE SC 18 N LIMESTONE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716317XCHEROKEE S-259  W ROBINSON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716318ECHEROKEE SC 11 W  FREDRICK ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
716320FCHEROKEE S-354 FLOYD BAKER BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716321MCHEROKEE S-171 W  BUFORD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716323BCHEROKEE S-89  W RUTLEDGE AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716326WCHEROKEE S-111 W O'NEAL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716328KCHEROKEE S-388 HAMRICK ST CROSSBUCKS
716329SCHEROKEE S-656 HAMRICK ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716330LCHEROKEE US 29   NO NAME FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716336CCHEROKEE S-39  GREEN RIVER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716337JCHEROKEE SPROOZER MILL RD CROSSBUCKS
716338RCHEROKEE MILEY FARM RD CROSSBUCKS
716339XCHEROKEE PROCTOR RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716340SCHEROKEE WILKINS RD CROSSBUCKS
716341YCHEROKEE PRICE FARM RD CROSSBUCKS
724049KCHEROKEE WHISONANT RD CROSSBUCKS
724050ECHEROKEE S-68  MULLINAX CIRCLE CROSSBUCKS
724053ACHEROKEE S-66  JUMPING BRANCH RD CROSSBUCKS
724056VCHEROKEE DYE RD CROSSBUCKS
724057CCHEROKEE S-612 BRUGGE ST CROSSBUCKS
724064MCHEROKEE S-352 HENSON RD CROSSBUCKS
724067HCHEROKEE S-213 ROCK SPRING RD CROSSBUCKS
724070RCHEROKEE ROSS RD CROSSBUCKS
724071XCHEROKEE DEDMON RD CROSSBUCKS
638923NCHESTER S-525  DYE ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638929ECHESTER S-32 FISHING CREEK CHURCH FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
638931FCHESTER S-136 LYLES RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638934BCHESTER SC 909 RODMAN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638935HCHESTER S-320 BLANEY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638936PCHESTER S-186 CEDARHURST RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638938DCHESTER S-329 E.MCCANDLESS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638941LCHESTER SC 72 JA COCHRAN ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638942TCHESTER S-275 SALUDA RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638943ACHESTER RAILROAD AVENUE CROSSBUCKS
638944GCHESTER S-1     YORK ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638949RCHESTER S-117  WYLIE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
638952YCHESTER S-228 ROSE ST. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638956BCHESTER S-224 SWEENY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638958PCHESTER S-304 MEADOW BROOK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
638960RCHESTER S-42 SANDY RIVER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638962ECHESTER S-49 LEEDS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715975SCHESTER S-145 CHEROKEE DR CROSSBUCKS
715976YCHESTER S-300 RAMBO RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715981VCHESTER S-36 HOPEWELL CHURCH RD CROSSBUCKS
715985XCHESTER S-72 BOYD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715987LCHESTER S-709 OLD COLUMBIA RD SPECIAL FLAGGED
715994WCHESTER S-188 PURITY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715995DCHESTER SC 97 GREAT FALLS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715997SCHESTER S-122 HINTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715998YCHESTER SC 9 BUS  LANCASTER STREE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716001MCHESTER S-275 SALUDA ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716002UCHESTER S-187   PARKWAY AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716003BCHESTER SC 97 BYPASS FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716005PCHESTER S-865 BOBBY BUTLER RD CROSSBUCKS
716006WCHESTER S-323 STRINGFELLOW RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716007DCHESTER S-194 HILLBRIGHT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716008KCHESTER SC-909 AARON BUR RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716011TCHESTER S-191 JAMES F WHERRY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
730115JCHESTER S-783 SCDOT RD CROSSBUCKS
730116RCHESTER S-582 YORKDALE RD CROSSBUCKS
730117XCHESTER SC97 DAWSON DR CROSSBUCKS
730118ECHESTER S-1 YORK ST. CROSSBUCKS




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
861021UCHESTER S-67    MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
861024PCHESTER S-663 OLD BRANCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
861026DCHESTER S-444 MORRISON RD CROSSBUCKS
861034VCHESTER S-704 L&C DISTRIBUTION PARK CROSSBUCKS
861035CCHESTER S-56 OLD RICHBURG RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
861036JCHESTER S-66 BROAD ST CROSSBUCKS
861037RCHESTER SC 901 N.MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
861039ECHESTER S-324 LIZZIE MELTON RD CROSSBUCKS
861040YCHESTER S-35 KNOX STATION RD CROSSBUCKS
861041FCHESTER S-56 OLD RICHBURG RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
861046PCHESTER S-74 ORRS STATION RD CROSSBUCKS
861047WCHESTER S-335 BELTLINE RD CROSSBUCKS
861049KCHESTER S-56 OLD RICHBURG RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
861052TCHESTER S-335 BELTLINE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
861053ACHESTER S-822 BELT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
861054GCHESTER SC 9 BY-PASS FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
861055NCHESTER S-103 WILSON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
912697VCHESTER SC-9 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
913939SCHESTER S-74 BELTLINE RD CROSSBUCKS
913940LCHESTER S-724 CROSSBUCKS
913941TCHESTER S-724 CROSSBUCKS
913963TCHESTER SC-9 LANCASTER STREET CROSSBUCKS
913964CCHESTER S-74 BELTLINE RD CROSSBUCKS
913968CCHESTER S-168 E. LANCASTER ST CROSSBUCKS
913969JCHESTER S-56 OLD RICHBURG RD CROSSBUCKS
913979PCHESTER SC 99 RICHBURG RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
913982XCHESTER S-67 CONN.  NEWLINE RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
922607WCHESTER ECOLOGY LANE CROSSBUCKS
922609KCHESTER S-77 HIGHTOWER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632829ECHESTERFIELD FARM LOOP ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632830YCHESTERFIELD FARM LOOP ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632831FCHESTERFIELD S-346 LAKE ROBINSON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632833UCHESTERFIELD S-172 TABERNACLE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634186TCHESTERFIELD S-534 MARKET ST CROSSBUCKS
634188GCHESTERFIELD S-36  FRONT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634190HCHESTERFIELD S-326 SECOND ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634192WCHESTERFIELD S-87   HUGER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634193DCHESTERFIELD S-155 MARION ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634194KCHESTERFIELD US 52/1 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634195SCHESTERFIELD S-177 INGLIS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634196YCHESTERFIELD S-326 MANOR RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634198MCHESTERFIELD DAISY ST CROSSBUCKS
634204NCHESTERFIELD MCQUEEN RD CROSSBUCKS
634205VCHESTERFIELD JOE HENRY RD CROSSBUCKS
634210SCHESTERFIELD JORDAN FARM ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634211YCHESTERFIELD GAINEY ST. CROSSBUCKS
634212FCHESTERFIELD SC-102 POLSON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634214UCHESTERFIELD SANDHILL RD. (forestry# 141) CROSSBUCKS
634218WCHESTERFIELD S-63  SCOTCH RD CROSSBUCKS
634224ACHESTERFIELD OVER-FLOW RD CROSSBUCKS
634227VCHESTERFIELD S-562 POPLAR AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634228CCHESTERFIELD SC-151  PINE AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634229JCHESTERFIELD S-220  E CYPRESS AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634230DCHESTERFIELD S-741 W MAPLE AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634231KCHESTERFIELD US 1 SEVENTH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634232SCHESTERFIELD US 1 SEVENTH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634233YCHESTERFIELD MAR-MAC-WIRE RD CROSSBUCKS
634235MCHESTERFIELD S-296 OLD CREEK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
912661MCHESTERFIELD S-229   MAYNARD ST CROSSBUCKS
632260NCLARENDON S-440 BACON HILL RD CROSSBUCKS
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632263JCLARENDON S-26  OLD RIVER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633055LCLARENDON S-50 N BREWINGTON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633056TCLARENDON JL ROBINSON RD CROSSBUCKS
633058GCLARENDON S-549  FLINN RD CROSSBUCKS
633060HCLARENDON S-103 NESBITT RD CROSSBUCKS
633062WCLARENDON FOREST TRAIL CROSSBUCKS
633067FCLARENDON DRIGGERS LANE CROSSBUCKS
633071VCLARENDON S-417  MEMORIAL ST CROSSBUCKS
633072CCLARENDON S-536  RAILROAD AVE CROSSBUCKS
633076ECLARENDON US 301 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633077LCLARENDON S-308 GA PACIFIC RD CROSSBUCKS
633079ACLARENDON US 301/521 CONN. MAIN ST. SPECIAL FLAGGED
633080UCLARENDON US 301/521 CONN  SPIGNER R FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633083PCLARENDON S-28   HOTEL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633086KCLARENDON S-220  BROGDON RD CROSSBUCKS
632418YCOLLETON S-30 HOPE PLANTATION RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632424CCOLLETON S-856 ASPEPOO DR. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632425JCOLLETON S-26 BENNETTS POINT RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632428ECOLLETON SC 303 GREEN POND RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632430FCOLLETON S-535 PYNES COMMUNITY  RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632432UCOLLETON S-119 WHITE HALL RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632433BCOLLETON CALFPEN CREEK LANE CROSSBUCKS
632434HCOLLETON S-66 COMBAHEE RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632436WCOLLETON S-756 PUBLIC LANDING LANE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633604DCOLLETON LOGAN FARM RD. CROSSBUCKS
633606SCOLLETON L-505 OSPITALE RD. CROSSBUCKS
633609MCOLLETON S-89 WOLFE CREEK RD. CROSSBUCKS
633610GCOLLETON S-89 WOLFE CREEK RD. CROSSBUCKS
633612VCOLLETON S-24 MT. CARMEL RD. CROSSBUCKS
633613CCOLLETON S-647 RISHER MOUNTAIN RD. CROSSBUCKS
633614JCOLLETON WEANS RD. CROSSBUCKS
633620MCOLLETON S-453 OAKMAN BRANCH RD. CROSSBUCKS
633621UCOLLETON S-235 MAPLE RIDGE RD. CROSSBUCKS
633622BCOLLETON S-689 RED BANK RD. CROSSBUCKS
633624PCOLLETON SC 61 AUGUSTA HWY. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633625WCOLLETON S-44 RUFFIN RD. CROSSBUCKS
633629YCOLLETON L-373 GREENE RD. CROSSBUCKS
633636JCOLLETON US 21 LOW COUNTRY HWY. CROSSBUCKS
633637RCOLLETON S-138 BROOKIE STREET CROSSBUCKS
633640YCOLLETON S-578 DOUBLE CHURCHES RD. CROSSBUCKS
633642MCOLLETON SC 212 WILLIAMS RD CROSSBUCKS
633643UCOLLETON S-218 DUNCAN DR. CROSSBUCKS
633645HCOLLETON S-94 CUTLER RD. CROSSBUCKS
633646PCOLLETON S-52 GARRIS AVE. CROSSBUCKS
633650ECOLLETON S-27 CARTER FORD RD. CROSSBUCKS
633651LCOLLETON S-402 PASCHALL RD. CROSSBUCKS
849448UCOLLETON S-38 MOSELLE RD. CROSSBUCKS
849455ECOLLETON S-18 ASHTON RD. CROSSBUCKS
849458ACOLLETON SC 641 CONFEDERATE HWY. CROSSBUCKS
849461HCOLLETON SC 64 BELLS HWY CROSSBUCKS
849462PCOLLETON S-328 JUNCTION RD. CROSSBUCKS
849464DCOLLETON S-42 CAYCE RD. CROSSBUCKS
849466SCOLLETON L-328 DRY BRANCH RD. CROSSBUCKS
632246TDARLINGTON LAZY PINES RD. CROSSBUCKS
632690YDARLINGTON S-431 BETHEA RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632693UDARLINGTON S-49 EBENEZER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632694BDARLINGTON S-179 W MCIVER RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632695HDARLINGTON L-1186 PINEVILLE RD CROSSBUCKS
632697WDARLINGTON L-218  CROSS ST CROSSBUCKS
632698DDARLINGTON S-59   CHESTNUT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
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632703XDARLINGTON S-97  BROAD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632704EDARLINGTON SC 34  PEARL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632705LDARLINGTON S-14 WEAVER ST. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632706TDARLINGTON S-42  W SMITH AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632707ADARLINGTON S-409 OLD MILL POND RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632711PDARLINGTON S-177 MINERAL SPRINGS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632714KDARLINGTON S-724 STEEL MILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632794FDARLINGTON US 52/401 N GOV WILLIAMS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632798HDARLINGTON S-36 LEAVENSWORTH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632800GDARLINGTON GREAT CYPRESS RD. CROSSBUCKS
632802VDARLINGTON S-786 AUBURN SCHOOL RD CROSSBUCKS
632803CDARLINGTON S-13  N. CENTER ST. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632805RDARLINGTON S-25 FLINNS RD. CROSSBUCKS
632806XDARLINGTON SHORT ST. CROSSBUCKS
632810MDARLINGTON S-50 N. ROLLING RD CROSSBUCKS
632812BDARLINGTON S-14 W. BILLY FARROW RD CROSSBUCKS
632814PDARLINGTON US 15  S. MARQUIS HWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632817KDARLINGTON S-130    LEESBURG RD CROSSBUCKS
632819YDARLINGTON S-96 CROSSBUCKS
632849RDARLINGTON S-87  SONOCO RD CROSSBUCKS
632850KDARLINGTON S-751    3RD ST CROSSBUCKS
632854MDARLINGTON S-269   NOVELTY AVE CROSSBUCKS
632855UDARLINGTON S-269  WOODMILL ST CROSSBUCKS
632857HDARLINGTON S-10   HOME AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632858PDARLINGTON S-24 E CAROLINA AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632859WDARLINGTON S-96 CROSSBUCKS
632862EDARLINGTON S-112 SWIFT CREEK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632863LDARLINGTON SC 151B  4TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632864TDARLINGTON US 15 BUS  5TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632865ADARLINGTON S-37     6TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632866GDARLINGTON S-155 WASHINGTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632867NDARLINGTON S-77 MARTIN LUTHER KING CROSSBUCKS
632869CDARLINGTON S-351 RUSSELL RD CROSSBUCKS
632872KDARLINGTON SC 151 W.BOBO NEWSOME FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632874YDARLINGTON S-65 HIGH POINT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632876MDARLINGTON S-769 SNOW HILL RD CROSSBUCKS
632877UDARLINGTON MELWOOD ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632879HDARLINGTON S-170 WESLEY CHAPEL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632880CDARLINGTON S-1123 CLEMENTS ST CROSSBUCKS
632881JDARLINGTON S-52 INDIAN BRANCH RD CROSSBUCKS
632882RDARLINGTON S-1124 HERITAGE RD. CROSSBUCKS
632883XDARLINGTON S-922 BRENTWOOD DR. CROSSBUCKS
632884EDARLINGTON S-890 NORTH CUTT RD. CROSSBUCKS
632971HDARLINGTON S-391    4TH ST CROSSBUCKS
632972PDARLINGTON S-164    3RD ST CROSSBUCKS
632975KDARLINGTON L-165   RUSSELL ST CROSSBUCKS
632977YDARLINGTON US 52   MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632978FDARLINGTON S-220 DARGAN ST CROSSBUCKS
632979MDARLINGTON S-199   PINE ST CROSSBUCKS
632980GDARLINGTON S-98 EDWARDS ST CROSSBUCKS
632981NDARLINGTON S-218  CHALMERS ST CROSSBUCKS
632982VDARLINGTON S-218  CHALMERS ST CROSSBUCKS
632989TDARLINGTON S-163  D AVENUE CROSSBUCKS
632990MDARLINGTON S-1101  3RD ST CROSSBUCKS
632994PDARLINGTON S-179 MCIVER ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633003UDARLINGTON S-179 E MCIVER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
913945VDARLINGTON S-451 SONOVISTA DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
913946CDARLINGTON CITY ROAD CROSSBUCKS
913947JDARLINGTON S-24 FLOYD RD CROSSBUCKS
913960XDARLINGTON RAILROAD AVENUE CROSSBUCKS




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
913977BDARLINGTON A AVENUE CROSSBUCKS
628981GDILLON E WOODLE DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
628982NDILLON S-25 OLD LATTA HWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628983VDILLON S-423 E FAIRFIELD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628985JDILLON S-292 E COUNTRYSIDE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628986RDILLON E SKIP DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
628988EDILLON S-51 ACADEMY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628989LDILLON S-231   RICE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628990FDILLON SC 917  MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628991MDILLON S-160   LEITNER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628992UDILLON S-561 W SIGNODE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628993BDILLON S-690 E CANAL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629624HDILLON S-515 E OLD WALLACE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
629626WDILLON S-60 MCCALLUM ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629628KDILLON S-61 ELKINS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629630LDILLON S-878 COMMERCE DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629631TDILLON S-52 REAVES AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629632ADILLON SC 9/57 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629695EDILLON S-78 CALHOUN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629697TDILLON S-189 PALMETTO ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629712TDILLON S-77  CLEVELAND ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629713ADILLON S-81   HARRISON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629714GDILLON SC 34   MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629715NDILLON S-102 WASHINGTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634467CDILLON S-50 MINTURN ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634468JDILLON S-134 COTTON GIN ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634472YDILLON S-733 GALLAVON ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634474MDILLON ADMIRAL DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
634478PDILLON SC 9 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634479WDILLON S-23 HARLLEE'S BRIDGE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634482EDILLON S-683 SCOTTLAND ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634483LDILLON S-195 WIX ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634486GDILLON S-569 W MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634488VDILLON S-674 ENTERPRISE DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634489CDILLON S-102 WASHINGTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634490WDILLON SC 34 W MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634491DDILLON S-67 HAMPTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634492KDILLON S-78 CALHOUN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634494YDILLON S-449 E EARL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634495FDILLON S-25    1ST AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634496MDILLON MCARTHUR AVENUE CROSSBUCKS
634497UDILLON US 301  2ND AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634498BDILLON S-455  COATS ST CROSSBUCKS
634501GDILLON S-175 BLACK BRANCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634502NDILLON S-292 E COUNTRYSIDE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634503VDILLON S-293 DOVE MILL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634506RDILLON S-431 TOBACCOLAND ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634509LDILLON S-293 DOVE MILL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634510FDILLON S-71 JUDGE RD CROSSBUCKS
634511MDILLON KIRK ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634513BDILLON S-45  LESTER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634514HDILLON S-196 STACKHOUSE RD CROSSBUCKS
634515PDILLON S-46 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634517DDILLON S-72 BUCK SWAMP ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634533MDILLON SC 41A FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720770JDORCHESTER SANDY PINES LANE CROSSBUCKS
720771RDORCHESTER S-25 SCHOOL HOUSE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720772XDORCHESTER S-248 SALEM RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720775TDORCHESTER LOIS LANE CROSSBUCKS
720776ADORCHESTER US 78 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
720782DDORCHESTER BYRD FARM ROAD CROSSBUCKS
720783KDORCHESTER S-161 GUM BRANCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720784SDORCHESTER PECAN TREE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
720789BDORCHESTER S-250 CREIGHTON RD CROSSBUCKS
720798ADORCHESTER US 178  MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720799GDORCHESTER KENNEDY DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
720800YDORCHESTER S-50 SEVEN MILE RD CROSSBUCKS
720802MDORCHESTER S-167 SUGAR HILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720804BDORCHESTER US 15 PARLER AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720805HDORCHESTER S-96 SEARS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720806PDORCHESTER S-120    ANN ST CROSSBUCKS
720807WDORCHESTER S-26   METTS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720813ADORCHESTER S-16 RIGBY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720814GDORCHESTER S-383   MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720817CDORCHESTER S-79 INDEPEDENT SCHOOL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720818JDORCHESTER KIZER HILL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
720819RDORCHESTER S-18 DURHAMS CORNER RD CROSSBUCKS
721459YDORCHESTER S-65 OWENS DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
721467RDORCHESTER US-17A  MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721468XDORCHESTER S-13 N CEDAR ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721469EDORCHESTER S-121   HICKORY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721470YDORCHESTER S-131  MAPLE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721472MDORCHESTER SC 165 RICHARDSON AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721473UDORCHESTER S-194 INDUSTRIAL DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721474BDORCHESTER S-194 INDUSTRIAL DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721475HDORCHESTER S-456 DORCHESTER DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721476PDORCHESTER US 78 CROSSBUCKS
721477WDORCHESTER S-527 PETE EWERS DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721478DDORCHESTER S-58 MALLARD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721480EDORCHESTER S-22 OLD ORANGEBURG RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721481LDORCHESTER S-630 CAMPBELL THICKETT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721482TDORCHESTER S-636 COBURN TOWN RD CROSSBUCKS
721484GDORCHESTER SC 27 CHURCH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
721485NDORCHESTER S-5   N MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
721486VDORCHESTER S-279   ACADEMY ST CROSSBUCKS
915917YDORCHESTER SC-453 CROSSBUCKS
915918FDORCHESTER SHIELDS DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
922621SDORCHESTER US-78 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
935357YDORCHESTER S-247 SANDRIDGE RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715680AEDGEFIELD RED BUD ROAD CROSSBUCKS
715681GEDGEFIELD WINDY RIDGE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
715682NEDGEFIELD S-29  GREENHOUSE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715684CEDGEFIELD TRESSLE STREET CROSSBUCKS
715685JEDGEFIELD SC19/121 E WISE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715686REDGEFIELD S-66  BANK STREET CROSSBUCKS
715687XEDGEFIELD S-149 WATSON ST CROSSBUCKS
715688EEDGEFIELD S-471  H.E. HOLMES RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715691MEDGEFIELD SALTERS POND ROAD CROSSBUCKS
715692UEDGEFIELD NO NAME CROSSBUCKS
715693BEDGEFIELD S-149 BOUKNIGHT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715695PEDGEFIELD S-73  WD HERLONG RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715697DEDGEFIELD S-101  RIEGEL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715698KEDGEFIELD S-163  ROSA SPRINGS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715699SEDGEFIELD S-164   HILL TOP ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715700JEDGEFIELD S-79   PARK AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715701REDGEFIELD S-49   BLAND ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715702XEDGEFIELD S-41  EDISTO ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715703EEDGEFIELD SC 121   LEE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715704LEDGEFIELD S-47 MIMS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715706AEDGEFIELD S-104   MCQUEEN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
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PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
715710PEDGEFIELD S-141 JW YONCE RD CROSSBUCKS
715854UEDGEFIELD S-149 WATSON ST CROSSBUCKS
715922TFAIRFIELD MACEDONIA CHURCH RD CROSSBUCKS
715924GFAIRFIELD S-46    SMALLWOOD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715926VFAIRFIELD S-159  LONGLEAF ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715927CFAIRFIELD S-352 BISHOP SQUIREWELL R FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715929RFAIRFIELD S-73 RUFF RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715931SFAIRFIELD SC-34 CHURCH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715932YFAIRFIELD S-72  THOMAS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715934MFAIRFIELD S-109  TUCKAHOE RD CROSSBUCKS
715940RFAIRFIELD BARBER RD CROSSBUCKS
715944TFAIRFIELD S-168 ROCKTON THRUWAY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715946GFAIRFIELD S-34 GOLF COURSE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715948VFAIRFIELD S-195  FAGAN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715950WFAIRFIELD S-21 OLD CAMDEN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715951DFAIRFIELD S-469 WINNSBORO PLYWOOD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715952KFAIRFIELD S-88   MOULTRIE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715953SFAIRFIELD S-80 LIBERTY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715954YFAIRFIELD S-61 WASHINGTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715955FFAIRFIELD S-56 COLLEGE STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715957UFAIRFIELD S-39 PEAYS FERRY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715961JFAIRFIELD S-314  OLD CHESTER ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715962RFAIRFIELD CASON RD CROSSBUCKS
715964EFAIRFIELD S-20    PATRICK ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715965LFAIRFIELD S-26  WHITE OAK ROAD CROSSBUCKS
715972WFAIRFIELD OVERLOOK RD CROSSBUCKS
715974KFAIRFIELD S-25    DURHAM RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716405HFAIRFIELD S-35  ALSTON RD CROSSBUCKS
716414GFAIRFIELD CATKIN LANE CROSSBUCKS
736365SFAIRFIELD S-441 SMALLSTOWN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
911542AFAIRFIELD S-403   TOATLEY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
913952FFAIRFIELD SC-34 CROSSBUCKS
913953MFAIRFIELD US-321 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
913954UFAIRFIELD S-19 RION RD CROSSBUCKS
913955BFAIRFIELD S-304 CHAPPELL TOWN RD CROSSBUCKS
913956HFAIRFIELD S-54 JACKSON CREEK RD CROSSBUCKS
913957PFAIRFIELD SCOTTS CROSSING CROSSBUCKS
913958WFAIRFIELD S-70 RESERVIOR ROAD CROSSBUCKS
916972CFAIRFIELD JEWEL DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
628908JFLORENCE S-921 PRICE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628910KFLORENCE S-165 N FIRETOWER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628911SFLORENCE S-24 EAST OLD MARION HWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629006HFLORENCE S-925 WILLIAMSON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629009DFLORENCE S-89 FORE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632653WFLORENCE S-167 DARLINGTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632654DFLORENCE S-24  MARION ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632655KFLORENCE S-354 DARGAN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632662VFLORENCE US 52 N IRBY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632665RFLORENCE US52A CONN (COIT ST) FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632667EFLORENCE S-953 MCQUEEN STREET CROSSBUCKS
632670MFLORENCE S-91 CHASE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632671UFLORENCE S-1189  CLEMENT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632677KFLORENCE S-771 SCHLITZ DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632678SFLORENCE S-29  CASHUA RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632680TFLORENCE CRSOVR 52/498 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632682GFLORENCE CRSOVR 52/498 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632683NFLORENCE S-478 STOKES RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632685CFLORENCE S-112 PISGAH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633199RFLORENCE S-176   KOPPERS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633201PFLORENCE L-348 EVANS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
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633205SFLORENCE S-175    ELM ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633207FFLORENCE S-13  NATIONAL CEMETERY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633208MFLORENCE S-12 CHURCH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633209UFLORENCE SC 51  PAMPLICO HWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633211VFLORENCE S-57 HOWE SPRINGS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633213JFLORENCE JAVA RD CROSSBUCKS
633214RFLORENCE S-552 POOR FARM ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633215XFLORENCE SMALLWOOD RD CROSSBUCKS
633216EFLORENCE E EAGERTON RD CROSSBUCKS
633217LFLORENCE SC 327 EFFINGHAM HWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633218TFLORENCE E. DUNLAP RD CROSSBUCKS
633220UFLORENCE WILLIAMS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633221BFLORENCE S-72 OLD GEORGETOWN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633223PFLORENCE GROOMS ROAD CROSSBUCKS
633225DFLORENCE S-793 ST PAUL CHURCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633226KFLORENCE S-950 E OSCAR ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633227SFLORENCE S-46 FRIENDFIELD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633231GFLORENCE S-718 W LEE FLOWERS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633232NFLORENCE S-319 W DIXON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633233VFLORENCE S-47  MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633234CFLORENCE S-56  GRAHAM ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633239LFLORENCE S-10 LOOP RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633240FFLORENCE S-289   CHARLES ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633241MFLORENCE S-813   DANSING ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633242UFLORENCE US 378 MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633244HFLORENCE S-48 E THOMAS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633248KFLORENCE S-453  FAIRVIEW ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633249SFLORENCE S-258 GRAHAM ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633250LFLORENCE S-1158 W.VILLAGE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633298NFLORENCE S-354 DARGAN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633299VFLORENCE US 52   IRBY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633400SFLORENCE US 52 CONN COIT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633401YFLORENCE S-546   MCQUEEN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633402FFLORENCE S-659  SANBOURN ST CROSSBUCKS
633403MFLORENCE S-91   CHASE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633404UFLORENCE S-256 LAWSON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633405BFLORENCE S-174   HARRELL ST CROSSBUCKS
633407PFLORENCE S-329 SUNSET DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633408WFLORENCE S-167 DARLINGTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634015SFLORENCE S-71   RAILROAD ST CROSSBUCKS
634607CFLORENCE SPARROW TREE RD CROSSBUCKS
634608JFLORENCE S-44 POSTON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634609RFLORENCE S-99 EAST TRINITY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634610KFLORENCE S-505  BLUFF HOUSE RD CROSSBUCKS
634611SFLORENCE S-505  BLUFF HOUSE RD CROSSBUCKS
634612YFLORENCE SC41 GEORGETOWN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634614MFLORENCE S-159   PINE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634615UFLORENCE SC 341 BROADWAY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634616BFLORENCE S-134 MARION ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634617HFLORENCE S-607   STUCKEY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634618PFLORENCE S-591 WILLOW POND RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
913950SFLORENCE ENTERPRISE DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
913965GFLORENCE S-193 SUMTER ST CROSSBUCKS
915035FFLORENCE S-1304 E BEULAH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633920BGEORGETOWN S-308 TALLOW TREE DR CROSSBUCKS
634922TGEORGETOWN S-145 CONIFER ST CROSSBUCKS
634923AGEORGETOWN S-132 CHERRY ST CROSSBUCKS
634924GGEORGETOWN S-81 ASHLAND ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634925NGEORGETOWN US-521 MAIN STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634926VGEORGETOWN S-68 ELMWOOD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
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634929RGEORGETOWN US 521  MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634932YGEORGETOWN S-22 KENT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634933FGEORGETOWN SLEEPYWOOD RD CROSSBUCKS
634934MGEORGETOWN HUCKLEBERRY RD CROSSBUCKS
634935UGEORGETOWN S-613 INDIAN HUT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634939WGEORGETOWN S-119 GARRISON RD CROSSBUCKS
634940RGEORGETOWN S-20 GAPWAY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634941XGEORGETOWN S-318  BRICK CHIMNEY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634942EGEORGETOWN US 17A/521 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634944TGEORGETOWN S-359 RIDGE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634945AGEORGETOWN S-439 LAFAYETTE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634946GGEORGETOWN S-182 ALEX ALFORD DR CROSSBUCKS
634947NGEORGETOWN S-106  MERRIMAN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634948VGEORGETOWN S-40 CONGDON ST CROSSBUCKS
634949CGEORGETOWN S-110 HAZARD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634950WGEORGETOWN US 17 FRAZER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634951DGEORGETOWN S-87   FRONT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634962RGEORGETOWN S-42 PENNYROYAL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634965LGEORGETOWN WOODLAND AVE CROSSBUCKS
634966TGEORGETOWN US 17A/521 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634972WGEORGETOWN S-352 REDBAY ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634978MGEORGETOWN US 17A FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634979UGEORGETOWN DORIEN DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
640324TGREENVILLE SC-418 MCCARTER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640325AGREENVILLE no name CROSSBUCKS
640326GGREENVILLE S-211  JONES ST SPECIAL FLAGGED
640329CGREENVILLE S-543 FAIRVIEW RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640330WGREENVILLE S-213  CRAIG ST CROSSBUCKS
640331DGREENVILLE S-181   GEORGIA ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640332KGREENVILLE VALLEY VIEW RD CROSSBUCKS
640334YGREENVILLE PUTMAN RD CROSSBUCKS
640335FGREENVILLE S-444   WHAM ST CROSSBUCKS
640336MGREENVILLE S-444 WHAM ST CROSSBUCKS
640337UGREENVILLE S-453  HARRISON BRIDGE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640343XGREENVILLE S-529   LOMA DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640344EGREENVILLE S-660 RICHARDSON ST CROSSBUCKS
640345LGREENVILLE CRISP STREET CROSSBUCKS
640346TGREENVILLE S-249  TRADE ST SPECIAL FLAGGED
640348GGREENVILLE S-153 CURTIS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640349NGREENVILLE S-219   COLLEGE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640350HGREENVILLE S-251 JONES AVE CROSSBUCKS
640352WGREENVILLE S-252 HILLCREST ST SPECIAL FLAGGED
640353DGREENVILLE SCARSDALE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
640354KGREENVILLE S-877 COTHRAN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640357FGREENVILLE S-674 PELHAM RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640358MGREENVILLE S-299 OLD STAGE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640361VGREENVILLE S-566 OLD STAGE RD SPECIAL FLAGGED
640363JGREENVILLE S-107 E BUTLER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640365XGREENVILLE S-564 ALEXANDER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640366EGREENVILLE S-928 MURRAY ST CROSSBUCKS
640369AGREENVILLE S-440  OLD MILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640370UGREENVILLE BI-LO BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640372HGREENVILLE S-325 FORRESTER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640373PGREENVILLE S-326  OLD SULPHER SPRINGS SPECIAL FLAGGED
640374WGREENVILLE S-564 MILLER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640375DGREENVILLE SC146  WOODRUFF RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640568CGREENVILLE REHOBOTH RD CROSSBUCKS
640571KGREENVILLE S-460 REHOBOTH SCHOOL RD CROSSBUCKS
640572SGREENVILLE OIL MILL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
640573YGREENVILLE SC-86 BESSIE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
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640576UGREENVILLE JOHNSON LANE CROSSBUCKS
640577BGREENVILLE CIOFFI DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
640578HGREENVILLE S-106 PIEDMONT GOLF COURS CROSSBUCKS
640583EGREENVILLE OLD CLEVELAND RD CROSSBUCKS
640586AGREENVILLE S-657  BROWN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640587GGREENVILLE S-263  SAGITARIUS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640588NGREENVILLE OAKVALE RD CROSSBUCKS
640589VGREENVILLE P & N DRIVE SPECIAL FLAGGED
640591WGREENVILLE S-1113 FRONTAGE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640593KGREENVILLE US25 WHITEHORSE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640594SGREENVILLE S-649 TWO NOTCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640596FGREENVILLE COMMERCE ST CROSSBUCKS
640599BGREENVILLE S-149  WASHINGTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640601AGREENVILLE GORDON STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640603NGREENVILLE ARNOLD ST SPECIAL FLAGGED
640624GGREENVILLE WOODLAWN AVE CROSSBUCKS
640625NGREENVILLE S-845 W MAIN ST CROSSBUCKS
640626VGREENVILLE S-20   WOODSIDE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640627CGREENVILLE S-633  VANCE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640628JGREENVILLE S-105  BRAMLETT FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640638PGREENVILLE S-47 HAMPTON AVE EXT CROSSBUCKS
640639WGREENVILLE BUNCOMBE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640641XGREENVILLE S-595 KERNS AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640642EGREENVILLE FURMAN AVENUE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640644TGREENVILLE S-266 FURMAN HALL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640645AGREENVILLE TULIP ST. CROSSBUCKS
640649CGREENVILLE BEVERLY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640650WGREENVILLE S-165  PIEDMONT PARK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640653SGREENVILLE S-167 E BELVUE ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640654YGREENVILLE S-920 STALLINGS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640656MGREENVILLE DONKLE ST CROSSBUCKS
640658BGREENVILLE S-337 TANNER RD/MTN CREEK FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640659HGREENVILLE TANNER DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
640663XGREENVILLE S-335   EDWARDS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640664EGREENVILLE BROOK GLENN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640667AGREENVILLE N ADAMS ST CROSSBUCKS
640668GGREENVILLE AIKEN CHAPEL RD CROSSBUCKS
640672WGREENVILLE CHICK SPRINGS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640673DGREENVILLE HAMMETT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640674KGREENVILLE CHICK SPRINGS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640675SGREENVILLE S-540 SUBER ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640676YGREENVILLE SUBER MILL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
640678MGREENVILLE S-81 PENNSYLVANIA ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640679UGREENVILLE PARK STREET CROSSBUCKS
640680NGREENVILLE DUKE STREET CROSSBUCKS
640681VGREENVILLE SC-14   MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640682CGREENVILLE SCHOOL STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640683JGREENVILLE TRADE STREET SPECIAL FLAGGED
640684RGREENVILLE DEPOT STREET SPECIAL FLAGGED
640685XGREENVILLE SC 101 E POINSETT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640951SGREENVILLE S-105 BRAMLETT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716712GGREENVILLE SC 101  S. LINE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716717RGREENVILLE TRADE STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716718XGREENVILLE SCHOOL STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716719EGREENVILLE ABLE STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716725HGREENVILLE S-584 ALEXANDER DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716726PGREENVILLE STEPHENSON AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716727WGREENVILLE TAYLORS ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716728DGREENVILLE S-621   EDWARDS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716729KGREENVILLE BROOK GLENN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
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PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
716733AGREENVILLE S-677 E WAREHOUSE CT CROSSBUCKS
716735NGREENVILLE S-711 WATSON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716736VGREENVILLE S-677 E WAREHOUSE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716739RGREENVILLE S-1012  ARTILLERY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716740KGREENVILLE DONNAN ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716741SGREENVILLE S-167   WADDELL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716742YGREENVILLE S-165 PINEKNOLL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716749WGREENVILLE WORLEY RD CROSSBUCKS
716751XGREENVILLE S-487 ARCADIA RD CROSSBUCKS
717065CGREENVILLE OIL MILL RD CROSSBUCKS
717068XGREENVILLE S-552  ESTES PLANT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717069EGREENVILLE JOHNSON LANE CROSSBUCKS
717070YGREENVILLE CIOFFI DR CROSSBUCKS
717071FGREENVILLE S-106 PIEDMONT GOLF COURS CROSSBUCKS
717076PGREENVILLE S-657  BROWN RD CROSSBUCKS
717077WGREENVILLE DAVIS ROAD CROSSBUCKS
717078DGREENVILLE S-331 ASHMORE BRIDGE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717079KGREENVILLE S-27  DONALDSON RD CROSSBUCKS
717081LGREENVILLE S-330 BETHUEL CHURCH RD CROSSBUCKS
717082TGREENVILLE GILMAN AVE CROSSBUCKS
717083AGREENVILLE US 25   AUGUSTA RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717084GGREENVILLE S-329 FAIRFIELD ST CROSSBUCKS
717085NGREENVILLE S-427 GETTYSBURG ST CROSSBUCKS
717086VGREENVILLE LYNCH ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717087CGREENVILLE ABRAHAM DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
717088JGREENVILLE HENRY STREET CROSSBUCKS
717090KGREENVILLE ROSEMOND DR CROSSBUCKS
717091SGREENVILLE S-426  DIXIE CIRCLE CROSSBUCKS
717093FGREENVILLE US25 WHITEHORSE RD CROSSBUCKS
717095UGREENVILLE S-83  OLD GROVE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717096BGREENVILLE DANHARDT ST CROSSBUCKS
717097HGREENVILLE ROSALEE DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
717098PGREENVILLE D-226 BURTY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717099WGREENVILLE D-226  BURTY RD CROSSBUCKS
717101VGREENVILLE SC 20  PIEDMONT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717102CGREENVILLE LENHARDT CROSSING RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717104RGREENVILLE S-245 OLD PIEDMONT RD CROSSBUCKS
717105XGREENVILLE US25 WHITEHORSE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717107LGREENVILLE S-649 TWO NOTCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717108TGREENVILLE S-149 S WASHINGTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717109AGREENVILLE S-645  DUNEAN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717110UGREENVILLE S-5 GREEN AVENUE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717112HGREENVILLE S-490 DUNBAR ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717113PGREENVILLE VARDRY STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717114WGREENVILLE FIELD STREET CROSSBUCKS
717115DGREENVILLE SC-124 MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717116KGREENVILLE RHETT STREET SPECIAL FLAGGED
717117SGREENVILLE US 123  ACADEMY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717118YGREENVILLE S-80  HUDSON ST SPECIAL FLAGGED
904677NGREENVILLE OSAGE DR CROSSBUCKS
904822KGREENVILLE E-141  S HARRIS RD CROSSBUCKS
904870AGREENVILLE SC-86 BESSIE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
904871GGREENVILLE SC-20 PIEDMONT RD CROSSBUCKS
904880FGREENVILLE AUGUSTA ARBOR WAY CROSSBUCKS
904881MGREENVILLE S-1137 ESHELON RD CROSSBUCKS
904882UGREENVILLE S-1136 PERIMETER RD CROSSBUCKS
912689DGREENVILLE S-1098 FRONTAGE ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
912708FGREENVILLE S-566 OLD STAGE RD CROSSBUCKS
913942AGREENVILLE S-299 MAPLE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
913943GGREENVILLE S-325 FORRESTER DR CROSSBUCKS
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PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
913980JGREENVILLE S-566 OLD STAGE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
915902JGREENVILLE S-1048 A. D. ASBURY RD. CROSSBUCKS
917001TGREENVILLE MILLEGE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
917002AGREENVILLE S-1137 KITTY HAWK ROAD CROSSBUCKS
922608DGREENVILLE S-55 SHERIF JOHN MACK BRO FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
925874KGREENVILLE INNOVATION DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
925875SGREENVILLE MILLENIUM DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633824YGREENWOOD S-24  W MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633825FGREENWOOD S-66 CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
633827UGREENWOOD S-694 CROSSBUCKS
633828BGREENWOOD BARKSDALE FERRY ROAD CROSSBUCKS
633830CGREENWOOD PUCKETT TOWN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633831JGREENWOOD S-739  HOREB BAPTIST CHURC CROSSBUCKS
633833XGREENWOOD S-112 CEDAR SPRING RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633834EGREENWOOD MT PLEASANT CEMETERY RD CROSSBUCKS
633836TGREENWOOD PFSR-544 BRADLEY STREET CROSSBUCKS
633839NGREENWOOD S-78 BRADLEY STREET CROSSBUCKS
633840HGREENWOOD S-416 CEDAR GROVE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633846YGREENWOOD GOLD MINE RD CROSSBUCKS
633848MGREENWOOD GREENWOOD MILL FARM ROA CROSSBUCKS
633849UGREENWOOD S-456 BRIARWOOD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633855XGREENWOOD S-156 WHITEHALL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633857LGREENWOOD RON MCNAIR RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633862HGREENWOOD S-164 SALAK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634021VGREENWOOD S-51 MILFORD SPRINGS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634023JGREENWOOD S-412 WINGERT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634024RGREENWOOD SPRINGFIELD CHURCH RD CROSSBUCKS
634028TGREENWOOD AULD RD CROSSBUCKS
634030UGREENWOOD SC 246 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639018EGREENWOOD PUCKETTS FERRY ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639020FGREENWOOD OLD BRICKYARD ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639021MGREENWOOD TUCKER ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639022UGREENWOOD S-157 EVANS POND RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639023BGREENWOOD S-99 KATEWAY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639027DGREENWOOD S-185  SULLIVAN STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639028KGREENWOOD S-136 COKESBURY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639029SGREENWOOD S-29  E CAMBRIDGE AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639030LGREENWOOD S-244  PRESSLEY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639032AGREENWOOD SC 10   MAXWELL AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639033GGREENWOOD S-253    OAK ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639035VGREENWOOD S-161   BURNETT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639037JGREENWOOD BRIARWOOD ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632441THAMPTON S-851 TULIFINNY ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633461HHAMPTON S-13 SALKEHATCHIE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633466SHAMPTON S-10 CHURCH ST CROSSBUCKS
633467YHAMPTON S-344 WILLIS STREET CROSSBUCKS
633468FHAMPTON S-53 HILL RD CROSSBUCKS
633470GHAMPTON S-527 LANE STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633472VHAMPTON S-65 RIDGECUT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633476XHAMPTON S-44 FICKEN RD CROSSBUCKS
633477EHAMPTON S-471 ALPINE DR CROSSBUCKS
633479THAMPTON FECHTIG NORTH ROAD CROSSBUCKS
633483HHAMPTON S-42 RAM HORN RD CROSSBUCKS
633484PHAMPTON S-541 BUBBA DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
633486DHAMPTON S-140 HENDERSON HWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633487KHAMPTON S-529 ZION FAIR RD CROSSBUCKS
633488SHAMPTON TARA ROAD CROSSBUCKS
633489YHAMPTON S-526 STONE & PATRICK RD CROSSBUCKS
633493NHAMPTON S-323 MANDY STREET CROSSBUCKS
633494VHAMPTON S-181   ACADEMY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
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633498XHAMPTON S-79   SYCAMORE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633500WHAMPTON S-60 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633501DHAMPTON SC 363 THIRD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633502KHAMPTON RAILROAD AVE EAST CROSSBUCKS
633505FHAMPTON US601 HOOVER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633506MHAMPTON S-271 CROOKED CREEK RD CROSSBUCKS
633507UHAMPTON S-280 BEN HAZEL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633511JHAMPTON GATE RD. CROSSBUCKS
633515LHAMPTON BOWERS CEMETERY LANE CROSSBUCKS
633517AHAMPTON S-33 CROSSBUCKS
633518GHAMPTON CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
633519NHAMPTON S-76 ADDISON ST CROSSBUCKS
633520HHAMPTON S-38 N MANKER ST CROSSBUCKS
633521PHAMPTON S-69 N MAIN ST CROSSBUCKS
633522WHAMPTON S-28 BROAD ST. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633525SHAMPTON S-384 MCMILLAN RD. CROSSBUCKS
633527FHAMPTON EATON LANE CROSSBUCKS
633968DHAMPTON S-601 JACKSON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633969KHAMPTON S-308 HENRIXMILL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
633971LHAMPTON S-810 TIGER ST CROSSBUCKS
634836WHAMPTON S-21 BARTON ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634837DHAMPTON S-49 THOMAS HAMILTON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634838KHAMPTON S-547 SUMTER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634840LHAMPTON S-41 PHYLLIS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634842AHAMPTON S-100 BEECH BRANCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634843GHAMPTON S-69 CROSSBUCKS
634844NHAMPTON S-93 PEACH ORCHARD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634845VHAMPTON S-591 WATSON RD CROSSBUCKS
634849XHAMPTON S-616 PARK AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634850SHAMPTON SC-3  NIXVILLE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634851YHAMPTON S-30     5TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634852FHAMPTON S-34     4TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634853MHAMPTON S-39    3RD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634854UHAMPTON S-81 SECOND ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634855BHAMPTON S-307 ONEAL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634856HHAMPTON S-490 WOOD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634857PHAMPTON S-208 WILCOX RD CROSSBUCKS
634858WHAMPTON S-259    MARTIN AVE CROSSBUCKS
634859DHAMPTON S-45   KEENE ST CROSSBUCKS
634860XHAMPTON S-133 JOHNSON AVE CROSSBUCKS
634864AHAMPTON S-35 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634865GHAMPTON S-531 SESESSION RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634867VHAMPTON FOREST GROVE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634871KHAMPTON S-25 DALEY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634872SHAMPTON RISHA STREET CROSSBUCKS
634878HHAMPTON CHISHOLM RD CROSSBUCKS
634879PHAMPTON S-20 AUGUSTA STAGE COACH FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634881RHAMPTON S-588 BLACK SWAMP ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634885THAMPTON S-208 WILCOX RD CROSSBUCKS
634886AHAMPTON S-39   THIRD ST CROSSBUCKS
639839JHAMPTON S-752 J AND O DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
849435THAMPTON S-754 MILL ST CROSSBUCKS
849436AHAMPTON S-296    NIX ST CROSSBUCKS
849438NHAMPTON S-315 COUNTRY CLUB RD CROSSBUCKS
849440PHAMPTON CO-OP RD CROSSBUCKS
849441WHAMPTON S-14 CROSSBUCKS
849447MHAMPTON S-13 SALKEHATCHIE HWY CROSSBUCKS
628631PHORRY S-708 SAND PLANT ROAD CROSSBUCKS
628634KHORRY CAUSEY STREET CROSSBUCKS
628638MHORRY DEAD RIDGE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
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629061HHORRY CENTURY LANE CROSSBUCKS
629063WHORRY S-1224 GARDNER LACY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629066SHORRY S-1018 TIDEWATER BEACH RD CROSSBUCKS
629067YHORRY RIVER OAKS DR CROSSBUCKS
629094VHORRY LUMBER ST CROSSBUCKS
629314NHORRY S-141 EDWARDS RD CROSSBUCKS
629317JHORRY CHERLY ROAD CROSSBUCKS
629318RHORRY S-930 CROSSBUCKS
629319XHORRY S HOWARD RD CROSSBUCKS
629331EHORRY S-160  HOLLY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629332LHORRY S-151  MAPLE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629334AHORRY S-145 WALNUT ST CROSSBUCKS
629335GHORRY SC 9 BUS MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
629336NHORRY S-341 DUNCAN ST CROSSBUCKS
629337VHORRY S-45   CASEY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629338CHORRY S-61 LIBERTY ST CROSSBUCKS
629339JHORRY S-498   LAKE DR CROSSBUCKS
629340DHORRY S-1339 LAKE DR CROSSBUCKS
629352XHORRY APPLE VALLEY RD CROSSBUCKS
629354LHORRY S-19 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629358NHORRY 3 CURVE RD CROSSBUCKS
629362DHORRY S-67 MCNABB SHORTCUT RD CROSSBUCKS
629515EHORRY US 701 BROAD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629516LHORRY MCNABB RD CROSSBUCKS
629517THORRY HUCKS RD CROSSBUCKS
629518AHORRY PRIVETTS RD CROSSBUCKS
629520BHORRY S-97 ADRIAN HWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629522PHORRY S-106 LONG AVE EXT CROSSBUCKS
629523WHORRY TILLMOND DR. CROSSBUCKS
629524DHORRY BYRD RD. CROSSBUCKS
629525KHORRY HALL RD. CROSSBUCKS
629526SHORRY WISE RD. CROSSBUCKS
629528FHORRY HAIR NOOK ROAD CROSSBUCKS
629531NHORRY BULK PLANT RD CROSSBUCKS
629532VHORRY S-65 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629533CHORRY LONG RD CROSSBUCKS
629534JHORRY S-165 COUNTRY CLUB RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629535RHORRY S-278  SHERWOOD DR CROSSBUCKS
629541UHORRY S-277 LAKESIDE DR CROSSBUCKS
629542BHORRY S-379  MAGRATH ST CROSSBUCKS
629543HHORRY S-169 TWELTH ST CROSSBUCKS
629544PHORRY S-106  LAKELAND DR CROSSBUCKS
629550THORRY  ELM ST CROSSBUCKS
629554VHORRY SC 905  4TH AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629558XHORRY S-14 DEPOT ST CROSSBUCKS
629560YHORRY S-14 DEPOT ST CROSSBUCKS
629562MHORRY S-958 FRENCH COLLINS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629563UHORRY S-956 WOODWARD AVE CROSSBUCKS
642712YHORRY S-747 PROSPECT RD CROSSBUCKS
912675VHORRY EAST COX FERRY ROAD CROSSBUCKS
912690XHORRY UNIVERSITY  FOREST DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
912694AHORRY SEABOARD ST. CROSSBUCKS
912696NHORRY CANNON RD. CROSSBUCKS
913973YHORRY RALPH ELLIS BLVD. CROSSBUCKS
922612THORRY RIVER LANDING BLVD CROSSBUCKS
925876YHORRY CAROLINA FOREST BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
925880NHORRY ATLANTIC AVENUE CROSSBUCKS
925881VHORRY LAWSON ROAD CROSSBUCKS
925882CHORRY POSTAL WAY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
925909JHORRY S-953 UNIVERSITY BLVD. CROSSBUCKS
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632446CJASPER SC 462 MORGANDOLLAR RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632449XJASPER S-175 TAYLOR MILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632451YJASPER SC 336  MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632452FJASPER S-61   ADAMS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632453MJASPER S-29 SMITHS CROSSING FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632455BJASPER S-110 STATE DAM RD CROSSBUCKS
632457PJASPER S-169 OKEETEE CLUB RD. CROSSBUCKS
632458WJASPER S-205 OKEETEE FIRE TOWER CROSSBUCKS
632461EJASPER S-413 INDUSTRIAL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632462LJASPER SC 46   MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632464AJASPER S-34 PURRYSBURGH RD CROSSBUCKS
634884LJASPER S-119 SAND HILL ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
918467PJASPER S-413 INDUSTRIAL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634237BKERSHAW S-62   BLACKMON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634238HKERSHAW SC 341  MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634239PKERSHAW S-63  WALTON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634241RKERSHAW S-535 OLD GEORGETOWN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634243EKERSHAW ROBERT REYNOLDS RD CROSSBUCKS
634244LKERSHAW S-59 CASSATT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634246AKERSHAW MEMORY LANE CROSSBUCKS
634247GKERSHAW ENGLISH ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634249VKERSHAW S-42 ELLIOT HUNTER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634252DKERSHAW S-26 SANDERS CREEK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634253KKERSHAW PINE RD CROSSBUCKS
634256FKERSHAW S-1061  LYTTLETON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634257MKERSHAW US 521/601 BROAD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634261CKERSHAW S-76   CHESTNUT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634265AKERSHAW S-133 LACHICOTTE ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634266LKERSHAW S-38    WARD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634269GKERSHAW SMITH ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634270BKERSHAW S-752 WHITEHEAD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634271HKERSHAW S-700 LESLIE BRANHAN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634272PKERSHAW S-757   WATTS HILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634275KKERSHAW S-21 CHURCH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634276SKERSHAW S-48   BOWEN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634277YKERSHAW S-396   BOOKMAN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634278FKERSHAW S-530   ROSS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638900GLANCASTER HECTOR ROAD CROSSBUCKS
638907ELANCASTER S-55 VAN WYCK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723738BLANCASTER S-431  EAST DUNCAN ST CROSSBUCKS
723739HLANCASTER S-77   SALEM ST CROSSBUCKS
723740CLANCASTER S-130  WILLIAMS ST CROSSBUCKS
723741JLANCASTER TURNIPSEED ROAD CROSSBUCKS
723744ELANCASTER US 521 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
723747ALANCASTER HAROLD FAUKENBERRY CROSSBUCKS
723749NLANCASTER ROCKWOOD DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
723751PLANCASTER S-221 FLOYD RD CROSSBUCKS
723752WLANCASTER L-1526 SANDY LANE CROSSBUCKS
723753DLANCASTER L-592 PICKFAIR PLACE CROSSBUCKS
723754KLANCASTER S-543 FLATCOURT RD CROSSBUCKS
723755SLANCASTER US 521 BP WEST MATSON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
723758MLANCASTER S-62  WEST HILTON ST CROSSBUCKS
723759ULANCASTER S-75  WEST CHURCH ST CROSSBUCKS
723760NLANCASTER S-48   RICHLAND ST CROSSBUCKS
723761VLANCASTER S-13  MARION ST CROSSBUCKS
723762CLANCASTER S-796 WEST SUMTER ST CROSSBUCKS
723763JLANCASTER S-78  WEST PINE ST CROSSBUCKS
723764RLANCASTER US521BP  S MATSON ST CROSSBUCKS
723905XLANCASTER S-660 CROSSBUCKS
723908TLANCASTER S-29 RIVERSIDE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
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723910ULANCASTER S-56 UNIVERSITY DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
723912HLANCASTER S-206 CASKEY RD CROSSBUCKS
723913PLANCASTER S-206 SOUTH LAKE DR CROSSBUCKS
723916KLANCASTER S-148 PARTRIDGE HILL RD CROSSBUCKS
723918YLANCASTER S-57 OLD LANSFORD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
723920ALANCASTER S-12 SPRINGDALE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
723924CLANCASTER S-223 15TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723925JLANCASTER S-196 FRENCH ST CROSSBUCKS
723927XLANCASTER S-2 MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
723928ELANCASTER US521/SC200 MARKET ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723929LLANCASTER S-68 HAMPTON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723932ULANCASTER STEVENS HILL RD CROSSBUCKS
723933BLANCASTER S-742 FOX RUN RD CROSSBUCKS
723934HLANCASTER S-407 CANE MILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723935PLANCASTER S-284 OLD CAMDEN HWY CROSSBUCKS
723936WLANCASTER STATE CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
723938KLANCASTER S-149 TRAM RD CROSSBUCKS
723939SLANCASTER S-38 PROVIDENCE RD CROSSBUCKS
723940LLANCASTER S-390 WOODSIDE LANE CROSSBUCKS
723941TLANCASTER HAGINS RD CROSSBUCKS
723942ALANCASTER STATE CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
723943GLANCASTER S-71 E DOC GARRIS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723946CLANCASTER S-284 OLD CAMDEN HWY CROSSBUCKS
723947JLANCASTER STATE CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
723948RLANCASTER S-284 OLD CAMDEN HWY CROSSBUCKS
723950SLANCASTER S-291 RAMBLIN RD CROSSBUCKS
723954ULANCASTER S-159 FAIR HILL RD CROSSBUCKS
723955BLANCASTER US 521 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
723956HLANCASTER BEVEL LANE CROSSBUCKS
723958WLANCASTER S-34 SOLAR RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
723959DLANCASTER NORTH BECKHAM RD CROSSBUCKS
723960XLANCASTER S-130 EAST HART ST CROSSBUCKS
861002PLANCASTER S-2  MAIN ST CROSSBUCKS
861003WLANCASTER S-223 15TH ST CROSSBUCKS
861007YLANCASTER SC 914 MEMORIAL PARK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
861008FLANCASTER S-610 WEST MANOR DR CROSSBUCKS
861009MLANCASTER NEBO CHURCH RD CROSSBUCKS
861011NLANCASTER S-50 GRACE AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633879LLAURENS S-953 HUNTER INDUSTRIAL PA FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634034WLAURENS S-221 SHRINE CLUB ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634035DLAURENS S-149 DILLARD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634036KLAURENS S-848 LAUREL HILL CHURCH R CROSSBUCKS
634037SLAURENS S-29 RIVERFORK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634038YLAURENS S-307 TODD QUARTER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634041GLAURENS S-54 NEELEY FERRY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634043VLAURENS COYOTE DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
634045JLAURENS MILAM HEIGHTS RD CROSSBUCKS
634047XLAURENS CEDAR GROVE CHURCH RD CROSSBUCKS
634050FLAURENS US 221 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634052ULAURENS S-49 LISBON ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634053BLAURENS NEW PROSPECT RD CROSSBUCKS
634055PLAURENS L.C. DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
634058KLAURENS SC 127 BY-PASS FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634059SLAURENS SATTLER WHITE RD CROSSBUCKS
634062ALAURENS S-226  LUREY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634064NLAURENS S-160  GREEN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634066CLAURENS S-169  HANCE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634068RLAURENS US 76   MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634070SLAURENS RIVERSIDE ST CROSSBUCKS
634073MLAURENS US 76   FLEMING ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
634079DLAURENS SIRRINE ST CROSSBUCKS
634080XLAURENS S-598 SMITH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634088CLAURENS S-40 METRIC ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634090DLAURENS S-384 LEAGUE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634093YLAURENS BRANCH DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
634096ULAURENS BRANCH DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
634097BLAURENS S-343 ORA RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634101NLAURENS SC 92 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638981JLAURENS PFSR-366 GARLINGTON SCHO CROSSBUCKS
638982RLAURENS S-276 STOMP SPRINGS RD CROSSBUCKS
638983XLAURENS S-26 RENNO ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638984ELAURENS FULLER RD CROSSBUCKS
638986TLAURENS DOUBLE A TRAIL CROSSBUCKS
638987ALAURENS S-34 HURRICANE CHURCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638992WLAURENS S-162  ADAIR ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638993DLAURENS SC 56  BUS BROAD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
638994KLAURENS WOODROW STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638995SLAURENS THORNWELL ST. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639001BLAURENS D STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639002HLAURENS S-375   PINE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639004WLAURENS S-46 CHARLOTTE'S RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639005DLAURENS S-103 APPLE ORCHARD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639010ALAURENS S-30 MOUNTVILLE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639012NLAURENS S-659 PUCKETT FERRY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
639013VLAURENS LIBERTY SPRINGS RD CROSSBUCKS
639015JLAURENS SC 39 N MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639017XLAURENS S-152 WHITTEN RD CROSSBUCKS
639844FLAURENS SC-56/72 SPRINGDALE DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639976RLAURENS TRAX ROAD CROSSBUCKS
640254FLAURENS US 221   HARPER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640255MLAURENS S-359  CAROLINE ST CROSSBUCKS
640258HLAURENS S-182   COLLEGE PLACE SPECIAL FLAGGED
640259PLAURENS S-231   HAMPTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640260JLAURENS US 76 ANDERSON DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640261RLAURENS OAKLAND HEIGHTS DR SPECIAL FLAGGED
640263ELAURENS S-571  HENRY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640267GLAURENS NARNIE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
640270PLAURENS CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
640271WLAURENS NARNIE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
640278ULAURENS HERMAN ROAD CROSSBUCKS
640280VLAURENS S-72 TRINITY CHURCH RD CROSSBUCKS
640284XLAURENS S-255 DOUGLAS RD CROSSBUCKS
640285ELAURENS BURGESS LANE CROSSBUCKS
640286LLAURENS NO NAME CROSSBUCKS
640289GLAURENS OLD LAURENS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640290BLAURENS WANNA DR CROSSBUCKS
640293WLAURENS EQUINOX DR CROSSBUCKS
640297YLAURENS S-93 GEORGIA RD CROSSBUCKS
640299MLAURENS SC 101 MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640300ELAURENS S-500   CENTRAL ST CROSSBUCKS
640301LLAURENS S-331 ROPP STREET CROSSBUCKS
640304GLAURENS CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
640308JLAURENS S-701 DIAL CHURCH ROAD CROSSBUCKS
640309RLAURENS BACK ST CROSSBUCKS
640310KLAURENS S-883 QUARRY ROAD CROSSBUCKS
640313FLAURENS S-730 ABERCROMBIE RD CROSSBUCKS
640315ULAURENS L-731 HUNTS BRIDGE RD CROSSBUCKS
640317HLAURENS S-414 OLD LAURENS RD CROSSBUCKS
640319WLAURENS GEN III AVE CROSSBUCKS
640398KLAURENS CURTAIL ROAD CROSSBUCKS




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
843477JLAURENS COUNTY LINE RD. CROSSBUCKS
843479XLAURENS WOODYARD ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843481YLAURENS S-813 CAROLINA AVE CROSSBUCKS
843483MLAURENS SC 66 MILTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843485BLAURENS S-142 W CALHOUN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
843487PLAURENS US 76 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843489DLAURENS BETHLEHEM CHURCH RD CROSSBUCKS
843491ELAURENS S-34 HURRICANE CHURCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843497VLAURENS LAURENS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843498CLAURENS S-282 SLOAN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843502PLAURENS BELL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843503WLAURENS S-104   AIRPORT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843504DLAURENS S- 3  W MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843506SLAURENS S-391  WOODLAND DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843510GLAURENS S-693  PIEDMONT AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
843513CLAURENS S-46 TORRINGTON ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843514JLAURENS S-268 MEDICAL RIDGE ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843515RLAURENS TOOL SHED RD CROSSBUCKS
843516XLAURENS S-274 CALVIN BRIDGES RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
843517ELAURENS CINNAMON LANE CROSSBUCKS
843518LLAURENS S-53 TORRINGTON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843519TLAURENS ROCKY SPRINGS CHURCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843602ULAURENS SC 66 MILTON ST CROSSBUCKS
912698CLAURENS OLD LAURENS RD CROSSBUCKS
912699JLAURENS OLD LAURENS RD CROSSBUCKS
913934HLAURENS OLD LAURENS RD CROSSBUCKS
913959DLAURENS S-496 WHELON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
913961ELAURENS OLD LAURENS ROAD CROSSBUCKS
913962LLAURENS OLD LAURENS ROAD CROSSBUCKS
913970DLAURENS CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
913978HLAURENS WOODYARD ROAD CROSSBUCKS
918232ELAURENS SC-49 YARBOROUGH MILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
918233LLAURENS S-31 FLEMING MILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
922628PLAURENS S-787 GARY STREET CROSSBUCKS
925899FLAURENS OWINGS PARKWAY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632887ALEE S-26 UNA RD CROSSBUCKS
632891PLEE US 15 W LYDIA HWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632895SLEE S-30 CYPRESS RD CROSSBUCKS
632898MLEE S-22 LEE STATE PARK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632899ULEE S-378 MCGUIRT RD. CROSSBUCKS
632901TLEE S-111 COUSAR ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632902ALEE S-331   ACADEMY RD CROSSBUCKS
632903GLEE S-62 COLLEGE ST CROSSBUCKS
632904NLEE S-156  DAVIS ST CROSSBUCKS
632905VLEE S-61  DURANT ST CROSSBUCKS
632906CLEE S-94 CEDAR ST CROSSBUCKS
632913MLEE SC 341   CHURCH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632914ULEE S-64 GREGG ST CROSSBUCKS
632915BLEE S-65  HARRIS ST CROSSBUCKS
632916HLEE S-84   LEE ST CROSSBUCKS
632917PLEE S-60 BRADLEY ST CROSSBUCKS
632918WLEE SC-154 ST CHARLES RD CROSSBUCKS
634685JLEXINGTON TAYLOR RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634687XLEXINGTON PALLET DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
634690FLEXINGTON S-1258 OLD WIRE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634691MLEXINGTON OLD PINE PLAIN RD CROSSBUCKS
634693BLEXINGTON S-129  DIXIANNA RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634698KLEXINGTON S-875 GLENN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634699SLEXINGTON S-719 BUSBEE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634700JLEXINGTON PRESTON ST CROSSBUCKS
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PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
634702XLEXINGTON WEST BALL PARK RD CROSSBUCKS
634703ELEXINGTON S-65    MACK ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634704LLEXINGTON S-932  SPRAHLER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634706ALEXINGTON BEN SPIRES RD CROSSBUCKS
634709VLEXINGTON GEORGE DERRICK RD CROSSBUCKS
634710PLEXINGTON S-248 I W HUTTO RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634713KLEXINGTON SC 6 2ND STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634714SLEXINGTON S-95   W THIRD ST CROSSBUCKS
634715YLEXINGTON S-297 W 5TH STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634718ULEXINGTON LEE WITT RD CROSSBUCKS
634719BLEXINGTON JK RUCKER RD CROSSBUCKS
715594DLEXINGTON BOILING SPRINGS RD CROSSBUCKS
715597YLEXINGTON LANDFILL LANE CROSSBUCKS
715599MLEXINGTON S-647  GATOR RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715601LLEXINGTON S-1287 PRINCETON RD CROSSBUCKS
715602TLEXINGTON S-622   CHAPEL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715603ALEXINGTON S-415 CHURCH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715604GLEXINGTON DOGWOOD RD CROSSBUCKS
715605NLEXINGTON S-103   RAMBLIN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715607CLEXINGTON S-72 OLD DUNBAR RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715608JLEXINGTON S-952  CREEKSIDE DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715612YLEXINGTON S-165  MEMORIAL DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715614MLEXINGTON S-180 DUNBAR RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715616BLEXINGTON S-358 WILKINSON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715618PLEXINGTON SC-35 12TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715619WLEXINGTON S-328   FOREMAN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715747ELEXINGTON S-50 RIDGELL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715748LLEXINGTON S-344 PEACHTREE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715775HLEXINGTON L-305 OAK STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715776PLEXINGTON US 178  PINE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715778DLEXINGTON S-367    FOX  ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715779KLEXINGTON S-306 SCHOOLHOUSE LN FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715780ELEXINGTON S-58   N CAROLINA AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715781LLEXINGTON S-17   MITCHELL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715782TLEXINGTON S-192   HENDRIX ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715783ALEXINGTON S-199 BEDENBAUGH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715784GLEXINGTON SC 245  N LEE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715785NLEXINGTON S-39    MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715786VLEXINGTON S-124   BERNARD ST CROSSBUCKS
715787CLEXINGTON S-34    N EAST AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715788JLEXINGTON S-191  JAMES ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715791SLEXINGTON WINDMILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715792YLEXINGTON ELITE RD CROSSBUCKS
715793FLEXINGTON S-1612 DIXIERED RD CROSSBUCKS
715795ULEXINGTON CHEYENNE TRAIL CROSSBUCKS
715796BLEXINGTON FREDONIA ROAD CROSSBUCKS
715798PLEXINGTON S-1145 DIXIE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715799WLEXINGTON S-88   LEWIE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715800NLEXINGTON S-31   HAMPTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715801VLEXINGTON S-1178 PEACHTREE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715802CLEXINGTON S-24    MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715803JLEXINGTON S-37 WATERS FERRY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715805XLEXINGTON HAYES CROSSING RD CROSSBUCKS
715807LLEXINGTON S-944 DRAWDEBILL RD CROSSBUCKS
715808TLEXINGTON TWISTING RD CROSSBUCKS
715809ALEXINGTON S-278 CAULKSFERRY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715810ULEXINGTON S-169 SMITH POND RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715811BLEXINGTON S-77    BARR RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715812HLEXINGTON S-204 LONGS POND RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715813PLEXINGTON BONHOMME RICHARD DR/S-10 CROSSBUCKS
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PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
715818YLEXINGTON S-1448   ZENKER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715819FLEXINGTON SC 6 SOUTH LAKE DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715820ALEXINGTON S-132 SWARTZ RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715821GLEXINGTON S-167 CEDARCREST RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715824CLEXINGTON S-897 DOOLEY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715825JLEXINGTON S-921 LAUREL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715827XLEXINGTON S-70 KITTI WAKE DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715828ELEXINGTON S-386  ST DAVIDS CHURCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715831MLEXINGTON S-1508   ERMINE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715832ULEXINGTON S-71   WATTLING RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715833BLEXINGTON S-383    DELREE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715834HLEXINGTON S-942  WOODSIDE PKWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715837DLEXINGTON S-1809 HUNTINGTON DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715838KLEXINGTON S-555   BEVERLY DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
715840LLEXINGTON SC-602 PLATT SPRINGS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715842ALEXINGTON SC-35  12TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715843GLEXINGTON S-180 WALTER PRICE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715844NLEXINGTON SC 2   STATE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
843299ALEXINGTON S-938 GARDEN VALLEY LN FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
843300SLEXINGTON S-1002 SEAWRIGHT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
843302FLEXINGTON S-36 ST ANDREWS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843304ULEXINGTON S-671 PINEY GROVE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843306HLEXINGTON S-1561 CHALLEDON DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843308WLEXINGTON S-36 ST ANDREWS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
843309DLEXINGTON ROYAL CURTIS DR CROSSBUCKS
843311ELEXINGTON WILTON HILL RD CROSSBUCKS
843312LLEXINGTON S-107 BUSH RIVER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
843315GLEXINGTON S-757  HARBISON BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843319JLEXINGTON DOE TRAIL FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
843320DLEXINGTON PEBBLEGATE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843328HLEXINGTON SC 60  LAKE MURRAY BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843362PLEXINGTON S-715 SID BICKLEY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843368FLEXINGTON S-232 CROOKED CREEK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843371NLEXINGTON S-82 E BOUNDARY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843372VLEXINGTON S-82 WEISZ ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843373CLEXINGTON S-49   CLARK ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843374JLEXINGTON S-83 OLD LEXINGTON HWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843375RLEXINGTON S-51 COLUMBIA AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843376XLEXINGTON COURTLAND RD CROSSBUCKS
843377ELEXINGTON SKYLARK LN CROSSBUCKS
843378LLEXINGTON BAYFIELD LANE CROSSBUCKS
843551LLEXINGTON S-36/42CONNECTR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
915988VLEXINGTON S-72 OLD DUNBAR RD CROSSBUCKS
925212KLEXINGTON S-275    DREHER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
926178JLEXINGTON PALMETTOWOOD PKWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628600RMARION J. B. JOHNSON RD CROSSBUCKS
628601XMARION S-543  CURRY RD CROSSBUCKS
628604TMARION S-63 CYPRESS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628605AMARION S-48  GAPWAY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628606GMARION S-141 SMITH STREET CROSSBUCKS
628607NMARION SC 41   MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628608VMARION S-355   PARK ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628609CMARION S-62 MULLINS ST SPECIAL FLAGGED
628611DMARION DOC BROWN RD CROSSBUCKS
628612KMARION S-609 PROGRESSIVE CHURCH CROSSBUCKS
628614YMARION BILL HENRY ROAD CROSSBUCKS
628616MMARION S-517 VANDYKE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
628621JMARION RICHARD BEESON CROSSBUCKS
628622RMARION S-472 CENTER CHURCH RD CROSSBUCKS
628623XMARION BRIARCREEK COURT CROSSBUCKS
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628625LMARION S-514 PEE DEE ISLAND ROAD CROSSBUCKS
628626TMARION PAGE RD CROSSBUCKS
628627AMARION AWT ROAD CROSSBUCKS
628628GMARION S-57   STAGE RD CROSSBUCKS
628629NMARION SC 9    MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628630HMARION S-35 NICHOLS ST CROSSBUCKS
628996WMARION S-55 MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628997DMARION S-83 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
628998KMARION CHAPMAN COOPER RD CROSSBUCKS
629001YMARION CELOTEX RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
629002FMARION HASSIE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
629005BMARION PEE DEE SCHOOL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634534UMARION SERENITY RD CROSSBUCKS
634538WMARION ISRAEL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634540XMARION S-22 ZION ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634541EMARION JACK ROGERS ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634542LMARION S-84 WATER MILL ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634543TMARION MILLERS RD CROSSBUCKS
634545GMARION S-60 DOGWOOD ST CROSSBUCKS
634546NMARION S-20  MARION ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634547VMARION S-123    BAY ST CROSSBUCKS
634548CMARION S-71 W JAMES ST CROSSBUCKS
634549JMARION S-41 W FRONT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634550DMARION S-125 W LAUREL ST CROSSBUCKS
634552SMARION US 76 MCINTIRE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634553YMARION S-259 MILTON TROY AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634559PMARION S-125 LAUREL ST CROSSBUCKS
634560JMARION S-48  GAPWAY ST CROSSBUCKS
634561RMARION S-48  GAPWAY ST CROSSBUCKS
634562XMARION S-126   BUCK ST CROSSBUCKS
634568NMARION ED SMITH ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634571WMARION FRENCH RD CROSSBUCKS
634572DMARION S-19 BLUFF ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634573KMARION S-91 KOONCE SIDING ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634577MMARION S-39 HERBERT BAXTER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634583RMARION S-32 GRADY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634584XMARION S-144 LEBBY DR CROSSBUCKS
634587TMARION JOVIS ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634588AMARION S-46 SMITH MILLPOND ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634591HMARION E LEGETTE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634593WMARION SC 41A FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634594DMARION MACE AVE CROSSBUCKS
634596SMARION S-40 CETENARY AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634601LMARION S-515 EULONIA ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634602TMARION THOMPSON CT/BARTELL CT CROSSBUCKS
634603AMARION S-206 BAPTIST ST CROSSBUCKS
640451UMARION HASSIE ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634178BMARLBORO S-37  PLEASANT HILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634182RMARLBORO S-203   HATCHER HILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634183XMARLBORO S-263   NO NAME FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634185LMARLBORO S-36 BRICK YARD ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634344RMARLBORO S-140   NO NAME CROSSBUCKS
634345XMARLBORO S-138   NORTON RD CROSSBUCKS
634349AMARLBORO S-123 KING RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634350UMARLBORO S-17   ACADEMY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634357SMARLBORO US15/401  TATUM ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634358YMARLBORO S-67  GIBSON AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634360AMARLBORO S-291   EAST DR CROSSBUCKS
634361GMARLBORO S-65 E MCLAURIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634362NMARLBORO STOKES AVENUE CROSSBUCKS
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634365JMARLBORO S-27  NEW BRIDGE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634366RMARLBORO S-497   NO NAME FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634369LMARLBORO SC381   NO NAME FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634373BMARLBORO S-40 LAURIN WILLIS RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634376WMARLBORO SMITH STREET CROSSBUCKS
634378KMARLBORO S-120  HAYNE ST CROSSBUCKS
634379SMARLBORO S-223  ALICE ST CROSSBUCKS
634380LMARLBORO SC381  RED BLUFF RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634385VMARLBORO S-291   EAST DR CROSSBUCKS
634386CMARLBORO S-66 S CHURCH ST CROSSBUCKS
634387JMARLBORO SC-381   MAIN ST CROSSBUCKS
634388RMARLBORO S-125  MARLBORO ST CROSSBUCKS
634389XMARLBORO S-124   HIGH ST CROSSBUCKS
634391YMARLBORO S-338  BRIAR PATCH RD CROSSBUCKS
634393MMARLBORO S-28  ADAMSVILLE RD CROSSBUCKS
634394UMARLBORO US15/501MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634397PMARLBORO S-336  MT ZION RD CROSSBUCKS
634399DMARLBORO BIGFOOT RD CROSSBUCKS
634400VMARLBORO S-47 BEAUTY SPOT RD CROSSBUCKS
634402JMARLBORO S-728 INTERNATIONAL DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
634403RMARLBORO S-494 FAYETTEVILE AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634405EMARLBORO SC385 TYSON AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634406LMARLBORO S-110  MAPLE ST CROSSBUCKS
634407TMARLBORO S-178 BREEDEN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634408AMARLBORO S-105 PARSONAGE ST CROSSBUCKS
634409GMARLBORO SC9/38 BUS BROAD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634412PMARLBORO L-73 SPENCER ST CROSSBUCKS
634413WMARLBORO S-18 JENNINGS ST CROSSBUCKS
634414DMARLBORO S-194  AYERS ST CROSSBUCKS
634415KMARLBORO S-42    ELLA ST CROSSBUCKS
634416SMARLBORO US15 COTTINGHAM RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634418FMARLBORO S-137 BRISTOW ST CROSSBUCKS
634419MMARLBORO S-53 STATE STREET EXT FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634420GMARLBORO S-589 SMITH RD CROSSBUCKS
634421NMARLBORO S-56 BRUSHY BAY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634426XMARLBORO S-455  STONEAWAY RD CROSSBUCKS
634428LMARLBORO S-57   MARLBORO RD CROSSBUCKS
634430MMARLBORO S-57 MARLBORO ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634433HMARLBORO HENEGAN LAKE LANE CROSSBUCKS
634437KMARLBORO SC 385 CONN TYSON AVE CROSSBUCKS
634438SMARLBORO S-494 FAYETTEVILLE AVE CROSSBUCKS
634456PMARLBORO S-93  PARSONAGE ST CROSSBUCKS
634457WMARLBORO S-116 MYRTLE ST CROSSBUCKS
634458DMARLBORO S-114 HAWLEY ST CROSSBUCKS
634459KMARLBORO S-121  JUNIPER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634462TMARLBORO TERRY RD CROSSBUCKS
634463AMARLBORO TERRY RD CROSSBUCKS
634464GMARLBORO S-59 CALHOUN RD CROSSBUCKS
634465NMARLBORO S-199 ANSEL AMMONS RD CROSSBUCKS
913859YMARLBORO S-57 MARLBORO RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
913862GMARLBORO SC 912 WILLIAMETTE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
922624MMARLBORO S-36 BRICK YARD ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
925877FMARLBORO S-57 MARLBORO ROAD CROSSBUCKS
633762DMCCORMICK S-342 MERIWETHER RD CROSSBUCKS
633765YMCCORMICK S-345 SHARPTON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633766FMCCORMICK S-88 GARRETTS RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633767MMCCORMICK S-420 MORGAN-WARE RD CROSSBUCKS
633768UMCCORMICK MEMORIAL GARDEN DR CROSSBUCKS
633769BMCCORMICK PFSR-644 CROSSBUCKS
633770VMCCORMICK S-324 HOSANNAH CHURCH RD CROSSBUCKS




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
633773RMCCORMICK SC 23 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633775EMCCORMICK S-201 BUSSEY WHITE RD CROSSBUCKS
633776LMCCORMICK S-201 BUSSEY WHITE RD CROSSBUCKS
633778AMCCORMICK WASHINGTON SCHOOL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
633779GMCCORMICK S-26 WILLIAMS-LONG RD CROSSBUCKS
633781HMCCORMICK S-27 CARTLEDGE RD CROSSBUCKS
633782PMCCORMICK S-94 CHURCH VIEW ST CROSSBUCKS
633783WMCCORMICK S-138 PRICES MILL RD CROSSBUCKS
633784DMCCORMICK S-21  MOUNTAIN VIEW DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633789MMCCORMICK S-68 SERPENTINE DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633791NMCCORMICK S-29   DEPOT ST CROSSBUCKS
633792VMCCORMICK SC 283 EDGEFIELD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633793CMCCORMICK S-14 OLD EDGEFIELD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633794JMCCORMICK S-226 SPUR RD CROSSBUCKS
633796XMCCORMICK S-87 NEW HOPE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633799TMCCORMICK S-11    MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633800KMCCORMICK S-129 KISER ST & ELLISONN S FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633801SMCCORMICK S-107 DEASON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633803FMCCORMICK S-10 AUGUSTA ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633804MMCCORMICK US-378 W GOLD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633805UMCCORMICK S-33 VIRGINIA ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633806BMCCORMICK S-121  WILLIAMS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633807HMCCORMICK S-131 RAILROAD AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633810RMCCORMICK S-35 PINE ST. EXT FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633813LMCCORMICK S-82 WIDEMAN CEMETERY RD CROSSBUCKS
633814TMCCORMICK S-465 HACK LEVERETT RD CROSSBUCKS
633816GMCCORMICK S-51 KENNEDY ROAD CROSSBUCKS
638974YNEWBERRY S-325 NANCE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638977UNEWBERRY S-75 DUCKETT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638978BNEWBERRY S-143  DUNCAN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716786YNEWBERRY SC 773 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716791VNEWBERRY S-437 CANDY KITCHEN RD CROSSBUCKS
716793JNEWBERRY S-457 ELM STREET CROSSBUCKS
716794RNEWBERRY S-11     ELM ST CROSSBUCKS
716795XNEWBERRY S-93   GRACE ST CROSSBUCKS
716796ENEWBERRY S-516  LANGFORD RD CROSSBUCKS
716797LNEWBERRY SC 391  MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716805BNEWBERRY S-281 COLONY CHURCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716812LNEWBERRY S-68   GLENN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716813TNEWBERRY L-523  CALDWELL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716820DNEWBERRY S-260  CLINE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716821KNEWBERRY S-87    FAIR ST CROSSBUCKS
716822SNEWBERRY SC 121 KENDALL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716823YNEWBERRY S-149   GIFF ST CROSSBUCKS
716825MNEWBERRY S-258 VINCENT STREET CROSSBUCKS
716826UNEWBERRY S-91 DRAYTON ST CROSSBUCKS
716828HNEWBERRY S-58 BELFAST RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716830JNEWBERRY S-540 HAROLD BOWERS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716832XNEWBERRY S-343 STONEY BATTERY RD CROSSBUCKS
716836ANEWBERRY S-363 WERTS ROAD CROSSBUCKS
843380MNEWBERRY S-691  SAM KOON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843387KNEWBERRY S-35 CUMALANDER CROSSING FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843388SNEWBERRY STATE CROSSOVER FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843389YNEWBERRY SC 202  POMARIA RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843391ANEWBERRY S-131  DEPOT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843392GNEWBERRY S-39  W CHURCH ST CROSSBUCKS
843394VNEWBERRY S-633 DOGWOOD RD CROSSBUCKS
843397RNEWBERRY S-25  DR BOWERS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843399ENEWBERRY S-751 CALDWELL DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843403SNEWBERRY L-638 BURLY BOLAND RD CROSSBUCKS




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
843410CNEWBERRY S-437 CANDY KITCHEN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843416TNEWBERRY S-286   PINE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843418GNEWBERRY S-26    MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843420HNEWBERRY SC 391  MCNEARY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843421PNEWBERRY S-318 DEWALT ST CROSSBUCKS
843422WNEWBERRY S-42   BROWN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843427FNEWBERRY HALTIWANGER DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
843429UNEWBERRY SC 395 NANCE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843432CNEWBERRY S-60 MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843436ENEWBERRY S-56    POPE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843437LNEWBERRY SC 395 NANCE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843439ANEWBERRY S-295 HILLCREST RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
843440UNEWBERRY S-69   FAIR AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
843441BNEWBERRY S-104  FIRST ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
843442HNEWBERRY SC 121 KENDALL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843448YNEWBERRY LUMBERYARD ROAD CROSSBUCKS
843451GNEWBERRY SWEET SPRING RD CROSSBUCKS
843453VNEWBERRY HEAD SPRING ROAD CROSSBUCKS
843457XNEWBERRY S-342 BEAVER DAM CREEK RO FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843459LNEWBERRY SPRING BRANCH ROAD CROSSBUCKS
843468KNEWBERRY S-64 GARY'S LANE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
843472ANEWBERRY GABLE HILL LANE CROSSBUCKS
843476CNEWBERRY SC 560 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717191WOCONEE S-320  JACOBS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717194SOCONEE SE-121 CORINTH DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717201AOCONEE SE-112 MAJOR RD CROSSBUCKS
717202GOCONEE S-1  OLD CLEMSON RD CROSSBUCKS
717204VOCONEE S-395  W SIZEMORE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717205COCONEE SE-408 ANDERSON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717208XOCONEE S-37 E MAIN ST CROSSBUCKS
717209EOCONEE S-37  E MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717210YOCONEE S-21  S WALNUT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717211FOCONEE S-457 S FAIRPLAY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717283JOCONEE S-65 J. P. STEVENS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717284ROCONEE SE-26 CARRADINE RD CROSSBUCKS
717285XOCONEE SE-165  NEBO CHURCH RD. CROSSBUCKS
717286EOCONEE STONEY RD CROSSBUCKS
717289AOCONEE SE- 260 PALMER DR CROSSBUCKS
717290UOCONEE SE-402 WHITE RD CROSSBUCKS
717291BOCONEE S-488 WELLS HWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717292HOCONEE DR MITCHELL RD CROSSBUCKS
717294WOCONEE S-7  GODDARD AVE CROSSBUCKS
717295DOCONEE S-450 E MAIN ST CROSSBUCKS
717298YOCONEE S-87  STRIBLING RD CROSSBUCKS
717299FOCONEE PERRY AVENUE CROSSBUCKS
717315MOCONEE S-211 HUNTER ST CROSSBUCKS
717316UOCONEE S-133 BURNS MILL RD CROSSBUCKS
717318HOCONEE S-573 JEFFERSON RD CROSSBUCKS
717323EOCONEE WA-157 BUFFALO RD CROSSBUCKS
717324LOCONEE S-134 MELTON RD CROSSBUCKS
717325TOCONEE S-360 WINSTON WAY CROSSBUCKS
717326AOCONEE MT OLIVE CHURCH RD CROSSBUCKS
717328NOCONEE S-60 OLD WALHALLA HWY CROSSBUCKS
717330POCONEE SC-188 KEOWEE SCHOOL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717332DOCONEE NEW HOLLAND ST CROSSBUCKS
717334SOCONEE FORD DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
717335YOCONEE S-214 FRONTAGE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717336FOCONEE US76/123 BYPASS FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717337MOCONEE US76/123 W NORTH 1ST ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
717338UOCONEE WASHINGTON ST CROSSBUCKS




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
717344XOCONEE TU-16 DRIVER HILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717350BOCONEE S-70   N BIBB ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717358FOCONEE S-631 S ALEXANDER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
904872NOCONEE TOLLISON RD CROSSBUCKS
632050YORANGEBURG L-3394  BOOKHARD ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632051FORANGEBURG S-1611  CITY POINT ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632052MORANGEBURG S-712  W. WOLFE ST CROSSBUCKS
632053UORANGEBURG S-231 HARLIN ST CROSSBUCKS
632054BORANGEBURG S-121   HAMPTON ST CROSSBUCKS
632055HORANGEBURG SC 47 CLEVELAND ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632057WORANGEBURG S-1023   W SNIDER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632059KORANGEBURG VENEER STREET CROSSBUCKS
632061LORANGEBURG S-1467 GABORONE RD CROSSBUCKS
632062TORANGEBURG OC 3341 MISTY GLEN ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632063AORANGEBURG SC 267  TEE VEE ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632069RORANGEBURG L-3344  SWEET BAY LANE CROSSBUCKS
632071SORANGEBURG S-82    ANGELICA ST CROSSBUCKS
632072YORANGEBURG OC 3360 ANTIOCH ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632073FORANGEBURG OC 3352 IMPERIAL LANE CROSSBUCKS
632075UORANGEBURG US 15 BASS DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632077HORANGEBURG OC 3359 EMPIRE LANE CROSSBUCKS
632078PORANGEBURG OC 3355 INTRACOASTAL LANE CROSSBUCKS
632083LORANGEBURG OC 3258 WESTBERRY RD CROSSBUCKS
632084TORANGEBURG OC 3257 MACON ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632086GORANGEBURG SC 210  VANCE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632087NORANGEBURG SC 310  CAMDEN ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632089CORANGEBURG OC 3168 DUKENFIELD RD CROSSBUCKS
632091DORANGEBURG OC 3167 HARVEST COURT CROSSBUCKS
632095FORANGEBURG SC 45   PORCHER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632098BORANGEBURG OC 3147 FORESTRY ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632099HORANGEBURG OC 3146 KINGDOM HALL RD CROSSBUCKS
632101GORANGEBURG S-174   COACH ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632102NORANGEBURG L-453   STATION DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
632106RORANGEBURG S-1261 TONEY BAY RD CROSSBUCKS
632107XORANGEBURG L-1803 RUSH ST CROSSBUCKS
632108EORANGEBURG S-964    DENNIS AVE CROSSBUCKS
632109LORANGEBURG S-51    PEAKE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632110FORANGEBURG US 176 STATE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632112UORANGEBURG S-230 GILWAY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632113BORANGEBURG SC453 GARDNER BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632115PORANGEBURG S-68    BOYER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632119SORANGEBURG SC 453  GARDNER BLVD CROSSBUCKS
632291MORANGEBURG GABRIELLE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632292UORANGEBURG S-260 WHISPER WOOD ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632293BORANGEBURG S-668 SHULMER ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632294HORANGEBURG EAST ORANGE RD CROSSBUCKS
632295PORANGEBURG S-154 TILL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632296WORANGEBURG S-1916 HOLBROOK ST CROSSBUCKS
632297DORANGEBURG SC 33 CAMERON ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632298KORANGEBURG S-2034 GLENZELL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632300JORANGEBURG S-65   GRAMLING RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632301RORANGEBURG CHAMPY RD CROSSBUCKS
632305TORANGEBURG S-470 OLD ELLOREE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632307GORANGEBURG US 21   WHITAKER PKWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632308NORANGEBURG S-1   FIVE CHOP RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632309VORANGEBURG S-22    WHITMAN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632318UORANGEBURG US301JOHN C CALHOUN DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632322JORANGEBURG S-238   ROWE ST SPECIAL FLAGGED
632323RORANGEBURG US 178 BROUGHTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632324XORANGEBURG SC 4  STONEWALL JACKSON R FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
632328AORANGEBURG S-1034 MIXON MILL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632329GORANGEBURG COMFORTER LANE CROSSBUCKS
632330BORANGEBURG S-90 CORDOVA RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632332PORANGEBURG S-756 MACK RD CROSSBUCKS
632334DORANGEBURG S-757 OPIE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632335KORANGEBURG S-1305 ELDER BRANCH RD CROSSBUCKS
632338FORANGEBURG S-134 BLEWER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632339MORANGEBURG S-376 CARVER SCHOOL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632340GORANGEBURG S-1664 RYN RD CROSSBUCKS
632341NORANGEBURG US 301/601 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632342VORANGEBURG WHISENHUNT RD CROSSBUCKS
632344JORANGEBURG S-73 SLAB LANDING RD CROSSBUCKS
632347EORANGEBURG SC 332 COPE RD CROSSBUCKS
634721CORANGEBURG S-99 LIGHTING HILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634722JORANGEBURG S-47 HAYDEN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634725EORANGEBURG ARTS LANE CROSSBUCKS
634726LORANGEBURG S-1138 PEN BRANCH RD CROSSBUCKS
634727TORANGEBURG S-1206 CREEK MILL RD CROSSBUCKS
634728AORANGEBURG S-413  PARTRIDGE TRAIL FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634730BORANGEBURG S-209 SALLEY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634731HORANGEBURG US 178 NORTH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634733WORANGEBURG S-1027 DRIFTWOOD LANE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634735KORANGEBURG S-980 WEBSTER STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634737YORANGEBURG S-288 DRAGSTRIP RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634738FORANGEBURG S-1161 PEACH ST CROSSBUCKS
634739MORANGEBURG S-952  OAK ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634741NORANGEBURG S-100  BUTLER DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634742VORANGEBURG S-161  HEBRON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634743CORANGEBURG OC-2202 WATER TANK RD CROSSBUCKS
634745RORANGEBURG SC 389  NINETY-SIX ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634746XORANGEBURG S-6     RICE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634750MORANGEBURG PITSIDE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634753HORANGEBURG L-2211 HENRY ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634756DORANGEBURG OSPREY ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634757KORANGEBURG SC 332 NORWAY ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634758SORANGEBURG S-645  THIRD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634759YORANGEBURG S-661 SECOND ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634760TORANGEBURG L-2245 WINCHESTER AVE CROSSBUCKS
634762GORANGEBURG S-74 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634763NORANGEBURG S-162 WILLOW SWAMP RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634766JORANGEBURG TYLER LANDING RD CROSSBUCKS
720822YORANGEBURG S-933 SADDLE RIDGE RD CROSSBUCKS
720824MORANGEBURG S-528 PERKINS RD CROSSBUCKS
720825UORANGEBURG L-4159 BRIGHTON LANE CROSSBUCKS
720827HORANGEBURG S-1746 ELLIS ST CROSSBUCKS
720828PORANGEBURG S-115  OTT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720841DORANGEBURG S-653 DUKES ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720842KORANGEBURG S-117  OLD OBURG HWY CROSSBUCKS
720843SORANGEBURG L-518 REYNOLDS ROAD CROSSBUCKS
720844YORANGEBURG S-753 DOC RD CROSSBUCKS
720845FORANGEBURG SIXTY--SIX ROAD CROSSBUCKS
720846MORANGEBURG S-1691 GREYWOOD DR CROSSBUCKS
720847UORANGEBURG MAYS CHAPEL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
720848BORANGEBURG L-4147 HOLLY HOCK RD. CROSSBUCKS
720853XORANGEBURG S-1029 OIL MILL ST CROSSBUCKS
720854EORANGEBURG S-39  RIVER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720856TORANGEBURG S-117 CALHOUN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720863DORANGEBURG SOUTHERN PATIO PKWY CROSSBUCKS
720864KORANGEBURG S-57 METHODIST OAKS DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720868MORANGEBURG OLD GREENWOOD MILL RD CROSSBUCKS




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
720874RORANGEBURG US178 BROUGHTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720876EORANGEBURG S-145 WHALEY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720877LORANGEBURG S-923   SELLERS AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720878TORANGEBURG US 21 MAGNOLIA DR CROSSBUCKS
720879AORANGEBURG S-507 GLOVER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720880UORANGEBURG US 301  JOHN C. CALHOUN DRI FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720881BORANGEBURG S-22 WHITMAN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720882HORANGEBURG SC 33   RUSSELL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720884WORANGEBURG S-982   PEASLEY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720885DORANGEBURG S-1099    ZAN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720887SORANGEBURG S-1336 STATE A&M RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720889FORANGEBURG RUF ROAD CROSSBUCKS
720891GORANGEBURG S-693 FIRE TOWER RD CROSSBUCKS
720892NORANGEBURG S-1603 REDBANK ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720895JORANGEBURG S-1683 HICKSON DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720896RORANGEBURG S-166 WATERSPRING RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
728957GORANGEBURG S-1063 MILL ST CROSSBUCKS
728958NORANGEBURG US 21   MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
904576CORANGEBURG PROSPERITY DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
904577JORANGEBURG PROSPERITY DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
922622YORANGEBURG PROSPERITY DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717131MPICKENS L-144 KAY DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717143GPICKENS S-214  ALLAN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717145VPICKENS S-97 DENNIS DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717146CPICKENS S-314 B STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717147JPICKENS SC135 PENDLETON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717148RPICKENS S-398 NORTH 2ND ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717152FPICKENS S-390 WILBUR ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717156HPICKENS S-54 ENON CHURCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717160XPICKENS CLARDY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717163TPICKENS US 178 ANDERSON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717168CPICKENS SOUTH NORMAN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717169JPICKENS FARMERS HILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717170DPICKENS S-414 ENT TO CHAMPION FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717175MPICKENS SC 137 NORRIS HWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717176UPICKENS COOK RD CROSSBUCKS
717185TPICKENS S-399  BANK ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717186APICKENS L-337   WATKINS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717187GPICKENS S-212 MAULDIN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
717281VPICKENS S-115 CAMP RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
846597KPICKENS CEMETERY STREET CROSSBUCKS
846598SPICKENS RAILROAD STREET CROSSBUCKS
846600RPICKENS SUNSET DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
846605APICKENS RAILROAD STREET CROSSBUCKS
846606GPICKENS TURNER ROAD CROSSBUCKS
846608VPICKENS BLACKBERRY TRAIL CROSSBUCKS
846610WPICKENS PICKLE HILL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
846613SPICKENS HAYES ROAD CROSSBUCKS
846616MPICKENS ELLJEAN ROAD CROSSBUCKS
846619HPICKENS S-55 CEDAR ROCK CHURCH R CROSSBUCKS
846622RPICKENS S-90 RICE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
846624EPICKENS CHURCH STREET CROSSBUCKS
846625LPICKENS S-368 MAULDIN ROAD CROSSBUCKS
846626TPICKENS LEWIS STREET CROSSBUCKS
846630HPICKENS S-21 FLEETWOOD ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
936761KPICKENS S-189  LATHAN RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632190BRICHLAND S-86 HORRELL HILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632194DRICHLAND S-37 LOWER RICHLAND BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632196SRICHLAND CENTURY OAKS LANE CROSSBUCKS
632197YRICHLAND S-222 OLD HOPKINS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
632199MRICHLAND S-50 ATLAS ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632204GRICHLAND S-1534 VETERANS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632205NRICHLAND S-48 S BELTLINE BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632635YRICHLAND US 601 MCCORDS FERRY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632637MRICHLAND S-514 HICKORY HILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632639BRICHLAND S-391  ANDERSON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632642JRICHLAND S-123 CHALK ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632643RRICHLAND S-1777 WEBBER SCHOOL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632645ERICHLAND S-56 POULTRY LANE CROSSBUCKS
632646LRICHLAND S-67  ZEIGLER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632649GRICHLAND S-68 OLD CONGAREE RUN CROSSBUCKS
632650BRICHLAND GUS LANE CROSSBUCKS
632652PRICHLAND SC-769 CONGAREE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634014KRICHLAND SC-768 PINEVIEW RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634279MRICHLAND S-955 KELLY MILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634280GRICHLAND S-1292 OLD TWO NOTCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634281NRICHLAND S-53 BOOKMAN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634287ERICHLAND S-1274 N BRICKYARD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634289TRICHLAND S-1196  WINDSOR LAKE BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634290MRICHLAND S-63  ALPINE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634291URICHLAND S-1705 OAKCREST DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634292BRICHLAND S-2916 NATES RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634296DRICHLAND CADIA DR CROSSBUCKS
634297KRICHLAND S-64 ARCADIA LAKES DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634301XRICHLAND S-907   CUSHMAN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634302ERICHLAND S-456   KOON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634303LRICHLAND S-457   GARY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634304TRICHLAND S-92   STANDISH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634305ARICHLAND S-96 COLUMBIA COLLEGE BLV FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634307NRICHLAND S-205 LORICK DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634308VRICHLAND SC 16 SUNSET DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634629CRICHLAND S-838 ANDREWS RD CROSSBUCKS
634630WRICHLAND SC 16  ROSEWOOD DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634632KRICHLAND SC 48  S ASSEMBLY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634633SRICHLAND S-510 HAMRICK ST CROSSBUCKS
634634YRICHLAND CO.& S-762 OLYMPIA AVE. CROSSBUCKS
634635FRICHLAND S-13 BLUFF ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634636MRICHLAND S-200 ROSEWOOD DR CROSSBUCKS
634637URICHLAND VINE ST CROSSBUCKS
634638BRICHLAND VINE STREET CROSSBUCKS
634640CRICHLAND DUVAL STREET CROSSBUCKS
634641JRICHLAND DUVAL STREET CROSSBUCKS
634642RRICHLAND GARLAND STREET CROSSBUCKS
634643XRICHLAND GARLAND STREET CROSSBUCKS
634644ERICHLAND OAKDALE STREET CROSSBUCKS
634647ARICHLAND SC 48  ASSEMBLY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634654KRICHLAND  WHALEY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634655SRICHLAND  LINCOLN ST CROSSBUCKS
634656YRICHLAND S-891   CATAWBA ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634657FRICHLAND S-1537  GADSDEN ST CROSSBUCKS
640941LRICHLAND FONTAINE CENTER DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640942TRICHLAND S-2033 SPARKLEBERRY LANE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
643144FRICHLAND  DEVINE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715393MRICHLAND S-48 SOUTH BELTLINE BLVD CROSSBUCKS
715395BRICHLAND S-727 SHOP ROAD CROSSBUCKS
715396HRICHLAND S-243 KEY ROAD CROSSBUCKS
715400VRICHLAND S-727 SHOP ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715402JRICHLAND S-255   HEYWARD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715403RRICHLAND S-177/454 WHALEY ST/SUMTER FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715620RRICHLAND SC 48 ASSEMBLY ST. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
715846CRICHLAND TRYON STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715847JRICHLAND S-102  HUGER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715866NRICHLAND  PICKENS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715867VRICHLAND S-108  WHEAT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715869JRICHLAND GREEN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715871KRICHLAND HAMPTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715872SRICHLAND SC 12 TAYLOR ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715874FRICHLAND S-107  BLANDING ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715875MRICHLAND S-337 LAUREL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715879PRICHLAND S-1486 CHESNUT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715880JRICHLAND SC 16  BELTLINE BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715881RRICHLAND S-907   CUSHMAN DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715883ERICHLAND S-218  FONTAINE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715884LRICHLAND S-973 WESTMORE DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715890PRICHLAND S-888  ANDERS0N  DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715891WRICHLAND S-1476 HINTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715892DRICHLAND ENTR TO STATE HEALTH CENT FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715894SRICHLAND S-1036 PARKLANE BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715896FRICHLAND S-424  RABON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715897MRICHLAND S-2533 FLINT LAKE DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715898URICHLAND S-83 HARDSCRABBLE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715899BRICHLAND MT PILGRIM CHURCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715900TRICHLAND S-1048 OLD SLOAN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715901ARICHLAND S-1274 N BRICKYARD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715902GRICHLAND S-1051 LONGTOWN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715906JRICHLAND L-2074   HOBART RD CROSSBUCKS
715908XRICHLAND PINEWEDGE DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715910YRICHLAND BOOMER RD CROSSBUCKS
715911FRICHLAND S-1041 RIMER POND RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715914BRICHLAND S-54   LANGFORD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715915HRICHLAND S-936 PORTIA RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715916PRICHLAND S-1143   MCLEAN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715917WRICHLAND FRANKDALE RD CROSSBUCKS
715920ERICHLAND S-2549  BASS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715921LRICHLAND S-2693 CAMP AGAPE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716361KRICHLAND S-215  FLORA ST CROSSBUCKS
716363YRICHLAND SC 48  ASSEMBLY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716364FRICHLAND  CATAWBA ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716365MRICHLAND S-484 LINCOLN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716366URICHLAND S-1537   GADSDEN ST CROSSBUCKS
720156LRICHLAND S-1090 BLACKBERRY RD CROSSBUCKS
723717HRICHLAND S-2566 VALLEY DOWN RD CROSSBUCKS
723718PRICHLAND S-1090 CEDAR CREEK ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
723719WRICHLAND SC 48 BLUFF RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723721XRICHLAND S-2206 GOODWIN RD CROSSBUCKS
723723LRICHLAND S-2049 DRY BRANCH RD CROSSBUCKS
723724TRICHLAND S-1300 WESTON RD CROSSBUCKS
723725ARICHLAND S-1159 MEETING HOUSE RD CROSSBUCKS
723727NRICHLAND S-804 MARTIN LUTHER KING B FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723728VRICHLAND S-2544 J.W. NEAL ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723729CRICHLAND THIRD ST CROSSBUCKS
723730WRICHLAND S-37 LOWER RICHLAND BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723731DRICHLAND STATE CROSSOVER CROSSBUCKS
723732KRICHLAND S-87 MONTGOMERY LANE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723733SRICHLAND LYKESLAND TRAIL CROSSBUCKS
723734YRICHLAND S-960 LONGWOOD RD CROSSBUCKS
723736MRICHLAND S-50   ATLAS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723857KRICHLAND US 601 MCCORDS FERRY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
726282BRICHLAND SC 768 PINEVIEW RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843289URICHLAND PINCKNEY STREET CROSSBUCKS




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
843292CRICHLAND S-2889 CANDI LANE CROSSBUCKS
843341WRICHLAND S-1862 N ROYAL TOWER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843346FRICHLAND S-957 FARMING CREEK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843347MRICHLAND S-156 SALEM CHURCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843350VRICHLAND S-286 BICKLEY  RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843352JRICHLAND S-2399 GATES RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843353RRICHLAND S-385 RAUCH-METZ RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843355ERICHLAND S-2402 HARVEY KILLIAN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843356LRICHLAND S-234 MT.VERNON CHURCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
843357TRICHLAND S-1403 THREE DOG RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
843359GRICHLAND WALTER MCCARTHA RD CROSSBUCKS
843360BRICHLAND LYNN MCCARTHA RD CROSSBUCKS
843361HRICHLAND S-405 OLD HILTON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
904633NRICHLAND S-398 MARKET ST CROSSBUCKS
904635CRICHLAND ANDREWS RD & BARLOW RD. CROSSBUCKS
904637RRICHLAND ANDREWS RD/BAYLOW RD CROSSBUCKS
915073PRICHLAND S-1493 BLAYLOCK RD CROSSBUCKS
916959NRICHLAND S-2074 HOBART ROAD CROSSBUCKS
916971VRICHLAND SC-555 FARROW ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
918142FRICHLAND S-1654 BRITTON LANE CROSSBUCKS
715712DSALUDA TIDEWATER RD CROSSBUCKS
715714SSALUDA S-24 BEECH CREEK ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715715YSALUDA S-321 BUTTERCUP DR CROSSBUCKS
715716FSALUDA S-448 MT ALPHA RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715718USALUDA S-523 CHURCH ST CROSSBUCKS
715720VSALUDA S-512 BAMBURG LANE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715721CSALUDA BAMBURG LANE CROSSBUCKS
715722JSALUDA KING ROAD CROSSBUCKS
715723RSALUDA S-238 RIDGEVIEW LAKE RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715727TSALUDA S-23 MT CALVARY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715728ASALUDA S-94  DUBOSE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715729GSALUDA SC 392 GREEN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715730BSALUDA S-97  WATSON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715731HSALUDA S-22   NOBLE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715732PSALUDA S-41 TROJAN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715733WSALUDA S-34 NORRIS BROOKS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
715735KSALUDA SC 39  DEPOT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715736SSALUDA S-267 ACADEMY ST CROSSBUCKS
715737YSALUDA S-612 HOLSTON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715738FSALUDA S-222 BETHAL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
715739MSALUDA WATSON POND ROAD CROSSBUCKS
715740GSALUDA PEACH ORCHARD ROAD CROSSBUCKS
715741NSALUDA HIBERNIA ROAD CROSSBUCKS
715742VSALUDA TOPAZ ROAD CROSSBUCKS
715743CSALUDA DICKERT DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
715745RSALUDA SANDY LANE CROSSBUCKS
244281LSPARTANBURG SC-11 W. CHEROKEE HWY. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
244282TSPARTANBURG S-43 MANNING ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
244285NSPARTANBURG REVEL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
244287CSPARTANBURG HUB GREER ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
244288JSPARTANBURG L-303 DAVIS TRADING POST R FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
244292YSPARTANBURG ENOLA STATION RD CROSSBUCKS
634107ESPARTANBURG S-893 BEAVERDAM CHURCH R FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634114PSPARTANBURG S-1146 MARY HANNA ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634121ASPARTANBURG S-117 RACE TRACK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634122GSPARTANBURG S-813 JOE BURNETT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634123NSPARTANBURG S-202 HARRIS BRIDGE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634125CSPARTANBURG ELI COX ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634127RSPARTANBURG S-442 WILLIS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634128XSPARTANBURG S-442  LANDFORD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
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634130YSPARTANBURG S-1382  E PINE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634131FSPARTANBURG S-177  W HAYNE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634132MSPARTANBURG SC 101  W GEORGIA ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634133USPARTANBURG S-284 CHURCH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634142TSPARTANBURG S-145 W PEACHTREE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634150KSPARTANBURG SIMMONS ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634153FSPARTANBURG S-199 OLD SWITZER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634156BSPARTANBURG SC 290 CENTER POINT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634165ASPARTANBURG SC 215 E BLACKSTOCK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634166GSPARTANBURG SUNSET DRIVE CROSSBUCKS
634167NSPARTANBURG S-613 QUARTER MILE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640402XSPARTANBURG US 221 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640686ESPARTANBURG SC 357  N LINE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640689ASPARTANBURG MASON STREET CROSSBUCKS
640693PSPARTANBURG BLACKWELL ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640697SSPARTANBURG S-77 SPENCER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640700XSPARTANBURG S-242  GROCE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640703TSPARTANBURG S-327 SPARTANBURG RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640706NSPARTANBURG S-222 NEW HOPE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
640708CSPARTANBURG S-430 NAZARATH CHURCH RD CROSSBUCKS
640712SSPARTANBURG SC 295  W BLACKSTOCK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640726ASPARTANBURG THOMPSON STREET SPECIAL FLAGGED
640729VSPARTANBURG BRAWLEY STREET SPECIAL FLAGGED
640916DSPARTANBURG S-590 OLD GEORGIA RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640920TSPARTANBURG SIMS CHAPPEL RD SPECIAL FLAGGED
640921ASPARTANBURG SIMS CHAPEL ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640922GSPARTANBURG NORTH STREET SPECIAL FLAGGED
640926JSPARTANBURG S-1557 CRESCENT AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640929ESPARTANBURG S-206  HENRY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640932MSPARTANBURG US 29   MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716344USPARTANBURG RUTLEDGE ST CROSSBUCKS
716345BSPARTANBURG S-566  CEMETERY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716346HSPARTANBURG S-71  E CHURCH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716347PSPARTANBURG S-568  PALMETTO ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716353TSPARTANBURG PLAINVIEW DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716564PSPARTANBURG S-227 MAIN ST CROSSBUCKS
716571ASPARTANBURG SC 150 GLEN SPRINGS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716572GSPARTANBURG S-482 CHURCH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716577RSPARTANBURG S-1811 PINE DR FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716578XSPARTANBURG S-227 MAIN ST CROSSBUCKS
716582MSPARTANBURG SC 295 SOUTH PORT RD CROSSBUCKS
716583USPARTANBURG EAST MURPH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716586PSPARTANBURG S-30 WHITESTONE GLENDALE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716587WSPARTANBURG MT CALVARY CHURCH RD CROSSBUCKS
716595NSPARTANBURG SC-295 SOUTHPORT RD CROSSBUCKS
716597CSPARTANBURG DOGWOOD CLUB ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716599RSPARTANBURG DELMAR ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716601PSPARTANBURG CLEMENT LINE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
716602WSPARTANBURG NEBO STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716603DSPARTANBURG S-47 COUNTRY CLUB RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716614RSPARTANBURG S-126  BEAUMONT AVE SPECIAL FLAGGED
716618TSPARTANBURG S-126 BOUNDARY DR CROSSBUCKS
716619ASPARTANBURG S-44    ISOM ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716620USPARTANBURG REYNOLDS STREET CROSSBUCKS
716621BSPARTANBURG N LIBERTY ST CROSSBUCKS
716623PSPARTANBURG CARLA ST SPECIAL FLAGGED
716624WSPARTANBURG MAYWOOD ST SPECIAL FLAGGED
716625DSPARTANBURG SOUTHERN STREET SPECIAL FLAGGED
716626KSPARTANBURG S-264  BEAUMONT AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716640FSPARTANBURG S-1766 MAGNOLIA ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
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716645PSPARTANBURG ARCH STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716648KSPARTANBURG S-653 SIBLEY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716649SSPARTANBURG ARCADIA STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716652ASPARTANBURG W CLEVELAND ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716654NSPARTANBURG S-78 HAYNE ST CROSSBUCKS
716655VSPARTANBURG S-41 N BLACKSTOCK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716657JSPARTANBURG S-122 CEDAR CREST RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716673TSPARTANBURG S-60 CHURCH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716687BSPARTANBURG S-736 CARVER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716688HSPARTANBURG MAPLEWOOD ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716697GSPARTANBURG L-670 LOCUST RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716700MSPARTANBURG S-881  SMITH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716701USPARTANBURG S-62 SPENCER STREET & SC 2 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716704PSPARTANBURG S-644 ROBINSON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716710TSPARTANBURG L-720   MOORE STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716711ASPARTANBURG 4TH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720700USPARTANBURG E TUCKER STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720701BSPARTANBURG S-208 SC ELASTIC RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720703PSPARTANBURG LANDRUM MILL ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720704WSPARTANBURG HULON HOWARD ROAD CROSSBUCKS
720706KSPARTANBURG S-20 DEPOT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720707SSPARTANBURG S-866 OLD MILL ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720710ASPARTANBURG S-866  MULBERRY TRACE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720711GSPARTANBURG S-127 TURPIN RD EXT FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720712NSPARTANBURG TURPIN RD XOVER FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720713VSPARTANBURG COTHREN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720715JSPARTANBURG WINDMILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720716RSPARTANBURG S-289  N MILLER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720717XSPARTANBURG S-1777 BRIDGES ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720718ESPARTANBURG SC -292  PROSPECT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720719LSPARTANBURG BOMAR ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720721MSPARTANBURG CLARK ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720726WSPARTANBURG LAND GRANT ROAD CROSSBUCKS
720727DSPARTANBURG S-11 CAMPTON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
720728KSPARTANBURG LAWSON FORK RD CROSSBUCKS
720730LSPARTANBURG SETTLE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720732ASPARTANBURG S-60 JOHN DODDS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720733GSPARTANBURG S-882 NATIONAL AVE CROSSBUCKS
720735VSPARTANBURG MONKS GROVE CHURCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720737JSPARTANBURG SPRINGFIELD ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720738RSPARTANBURG S-40 TAYLOR COLQUITT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
720741YSPARTANBURG FAIRFOREST RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
724261BSPARTANBURG VIADUCT RD CROSSBUCKS
726284PSPARTANBURG S-40 NEW CUT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
904836TSPARTANBURG VICTOR HILL RD CROSSBUCKS
915922YSPARTANBURG S-750 DERRICK RD CROSSBUCKS
915923CSPARTANBURG S-839 BIBENDUM RD CROSSBUCKS
915928LSPARTANBURG LAWSON FORK RD CROSSBUCKS
915937KSPARTANBURG SC-295 SOUTHPORT RD CROSSBUCKS
915938SSPARTANBURG SC-295 SOUTHPORT RD CROSSBUCKS
915989CSPARTANBURG LAWSON FORK RD CROSSBUCKS
923079BSPARTANBURG GILLIAM ST EXT FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
936716RSPARTANBURG SIDNEY ST NONE
632250HSUMTER S-287    5TH ST CROSSBUCKS
632251PSUMTER S-621  E CLARK ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632252WSUMTER SC 261 MANNING-FULTON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632256YSUMTER S-1261 CLAFLIN ST CROSSBUCKS
632611KSUMTER S-456 SUMTER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632612SSUMTER S-472   COUNCIL ST CROSSBUCKS
632613YSUMTER US15/521 CONN- GUIGNARD D FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
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632615MSUMTER S-593 COOK ST CROSSBUCKS
632617BSUMTER S-479  LYNAM RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632618HSUMTER S-507 PITT RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
632620JSUMTER SC-763 WEDGEFIELD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632621RSUMTER S-40 CANE SAVANNAH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632622XSUMTER SC-763 WEDGEFIELD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632625TSUMTER KNOTT RD CROSSBUCKS
632626ASUMTER BULLET ROAD CROSSBUCKS
632628NSUMTER SC 261 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
632630PSUMTER FOXVILLE RD CROSSBUCKS
633037NSUMTER S-333   FORT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633038VSUMTER US-76 W LIBERTY ST CROSSBUCKS
633039CSUMTER US-76 LIBERTY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633092NSUMTER S-50 BROGDON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633094CSUMTER TRAM ROAD CROSSBUCKS
633095JSUMTER S-698 WOODRACK RD CROSSBUCKS
633096RSUMTER S-919 MULBERRY CHURCH RD CROSSBUCKS
633098ESUMTER S-94 BRITTON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633100DSUMTER S-82 MIMS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633101KSUMTER RACE TRACK RD CROSSBUCKS
633102SSUMTER ST MATTHEWS CHURCH RD CROSSBUCKS
633105MSUMTER S-375 MOONEYHAM RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633106USUMTER S-466   RED BAY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633107BSUMTER CEDER AVENUE CROSSBUCKS
633109PSUMTER S-101 FULTON ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633119VSUMTER S-83   BROOKLYN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633128USUMTER S-783  MAGNOLIA ST CROSSBUCKS
633132JSUMTER S-107 HARVIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633139GSUMTER S-25   LEWIS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633140BSUMTER S-522 KINGSBURY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633142PSUMTER S-458 CAINS MILL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633144DSUMTER S-528  KOLB RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633146SSUMTER S-251 STARKS FERRY RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633147YSUMTER S-531  COX ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633148FSUMTER S-532 FURMAN ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633150GSUMTER S-1186 AVIN RD CROSSBUCKS
633152VSUMTER TALKOLB RD CROSSBUCKS
633154JSUMTER S-592 CODY RD CROSSBUCKS
633155RSUMTER S-29  PANOLA RD CROSSBUCKS
633156XSUMTER S-77 BETHEL CHURCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633916LSUMTER S-1411 NORTH GATE DR CROSSBUCKS
638605CSUMTER US 15 LAFAYETTE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640955USUMTER S-442 STADIUM RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
912684USUMTER U.S. 76/378 GARNERS FERRY R FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
912686HSUMTER S-370 OLD BURGESS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
912687PSUMTER SC-441 PATRIOT HWY FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
912688WSUMTER S-40 ST PAUL CHURCH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638965AUNION S-113 WOODYARD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638966GUNION S-24 FISH DAM RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638969CUNION S-87 DELTA ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
639843YUNION PFSR-424 CROSSBUCKS
716427HUNION PFSR-457 FORESTRY SERVICE CROSSBUCKS
716429WUNION HIGHPOINT RD CROSSBUCKS
716430RUNION S-438 EDWARDS ROAD CROSSBUCKS
716431XUNION S-37 PINCKNEY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716433LUNION COTTAGE ST CROSSBUCKS
716435AUNION S-24 FISHDAM RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716436GUNION SPRING RD./ JAVIS RD. CROSSBUCKS
716437NUNION TOWER LANE CROSSBUCKS
716441DUNION S-356 JETER CEMETERY RD CROSSBUCKS




COUNTY ROAD NUMBER AND NAME WARNING DEVICE
PUBLIC AT GRADE RAILROAD CROSSINGS IN SC
716445FUNION SENATE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716448BUNION S-86 STROTHER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716451JUNION S-143 WILSON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716452RUNION WILLARD RD CROSSBUCKS
716454EUNION MITCHELL ROAD CROSSBUCKS
716456TUNION S-391 CAREM RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716457AUNION S-433 BOLER LANE CROSSBUCKS
716459NUNION S-374 MCKANIC RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716460HUNION S-323 SHETLEY ST CROSSBUCKS
716461PUNION S-428 SHORT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716463DUNION S-242 RAILROAD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716465SUNION BOYD ST CROSSBUCKS
716466YUNION S-126 SIMS AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716467FUNION S-350 UNION BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716468MUNION FOSTER ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716469UUNION WALLACE STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716470NUNION S-49  CHURCH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716471VUNION EAST MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716472CUNION S-60 MOUNTAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716473JUNION S-59 E ACADEMY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716483PUNION S-194 INDUSTRIAL PARK RD CROSSBUCKS
716484WUNION US 176 DUNCAN BYPASS CROSSBUCKS
716485DUNION S-138  BLASSINGAME ST CROSSBUCKS
716486KUNION S-517  DUNN AVE CROSSBUCKS
716488YUNION KEENAN AVENUE CROSSBUCKS
716489FUNION KEENAN AVENUE CROSSBUCKS
716492NUNION S-42  OLD BUFFALO RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716493VUNION S-48  N PINCKNEY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716495JUNION S-382   BARNADO RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716500DUNION S-4 KELLY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716501KUNION PINEVIEW RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716505MUNION EDGEWOOD DR CROSSBUCKS
716507BUNION LONE OAK RD CROSSBUCKS
716508HUNION S-290 SONOCO RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716509PUNION S-290 SONOCO RD CROSSBUCKS
716510JUNION SC 114 BOB LITTLE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716546SUNION L-365 PEACH SHED RD CROSSBUCKS
716547YUNION POPLAR RD CROSSBUCKS
716548FUNION POPLAR RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716549MUNION LITTLEFIELD RD CROSSBUCKS
716551NUNION DEPOT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716552VUNION SC-9 CONN CHURCH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716553CUNION GILEAD STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716556XUNION PINE NEEDLE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716557EUNION S-241 LITTLEJOHN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716559TUNION PULPWOOD YARD ROAD CROSSBUCKS
716561UUNION S-240 OLD SPARTANBURG HW FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
728967MUNION S-48   N PINCKNEY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
728968UUNION SC-49 ARTHUR BLVD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
915931UUNION SC-18 THOMSON BLVD CROSSBUCKS
633041DWILLIAMSBURG S-385 BROOMSTRAW RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633046MWILLIAMSBURG S-674 MCMILLAN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633049HWILLIAMSBURG S-376 OLD SALTERS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633050CWILLIAMSBURG US 521  SOCIETY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633052RWILLIAMSBURG S-35    MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
633053XWILLIAMSBURG PINE TREE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
633254NWILLIAMSBURG S-292 PATTY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633257JWILLIAMSBURG SC 512 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633259XWILLIAMSBURG RUTLEDGE BAY ROAD CROSSBUCKS
633264UWILLIAMSBURG S-541 FERM PRO RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
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633268WWILLIAMSBURG S-301 COUNTRY CAMP RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633271EWILLIAMSBURG S-164    DENNIS AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633272LWILLIAMSBURG S-349  ALLEY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633273TWILLIAMSBURG S-68  KELLEY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633274AWILLIAMSBURG S-54  BROOKS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633275GWILLIAMSBURG SC 261  MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633279JWILLIAMSBURG S-197 GAPWAY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633280DWILLIAMSBURG S-19 GLAD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633284FWILLIAMSBURG COASTLINE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
633286UWILLIAMSBURG S-570 DIXIE ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633288HWILLIAMSBURG COASTLINE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
633289PWILLIAMSBURG S-385 BROOMSTRAW RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633290JWILLIAMSBURG S-220 THIRD STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633292XWILLIAMSBURG S-90   TENTH ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
633293EWILLIAMSBURG NO NAME CROSSBUCKS
633295TWILLIAMSBURG SC 375 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634887GWILLIAMSBURG S-40 E COUNTY ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634889VWILLIAMSBURG S-318 NEWELL ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634890PWILLIAMSBURG S-215 LEWIS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634891WWILLIAMSBURG SC 261 BROAD ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634892DWILLIAMSBURG S-447  ATLANTIC RD CROSSBUCKS
634893KWILLIAMSBURG S-297   SOCIETY ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634894SWILLIAMSBURG L-208 PINE STREET CROSSBUCKS
634896FWILLIAMSBURG S-160 COW HEAD ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634897MWILLIAMSBURG S-483 COUNTRY ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634901AWILLIAMSBURG SC-512 HENRY ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634902GWILLIAMSBURG S-24 NESMITH RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
634906JWILLIAMSBURG S-74 TURKEY CREEK ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634908XWILLIAMSBURG CANNON FARM RD CROSSBUCKS
634909EWILLIAMSBURG S-383 BIRCH CREEK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634913UWILLIAMSBURG S-42 MORRISVILLE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634916PWILLIAMSBURG CUMBIE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
634920EWILLIAMSBURG SC 527 FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
634921LWILLIAMSBURG SC 41 COUNTY LINE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638912BYORK S-697 CURETON FERRY RD CROSSBUCKS
638915WYORK S-697 CURETON FERRY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
638916DYORK S-188  COLLEGE ST CROSSBUCKS
638919YYORK S-161 HARMONY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
640152MYORK CROSBY LANE CROSSBUCKS
716013GYORK S-82 EAST CHAPEL RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716015VYORK WEST BORDER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716016CYORK SC 324 OGDEN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716018RYORK S-163 EAST RAMBO RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716019XYORK S-998 E.ROBERTSON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716021YYORK S-650 CRAWFORD RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716022FYORK S-285 FRIEDHEIN RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716025BYORK S-1 MAIN STREET FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716026HYORK L-245  WHITE ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716029DYORK S-18  CURTIS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
716030XYORK CROSS HILL ST CROSSBUCKS
716033TYORK S-963  GARRISON RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716037VYORK S-50 CEL RIVER RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716040DYORK S-329 BRICKYARD RD. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716041KYORK SPRATT ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
716042SYORK SC 160  MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723862GYORK US-21 BUS  OAKLAND AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723863NYORK CITY-NBA--S-748-SBA S.CHARL FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
723864VYORK N CONFEDERATE AVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723865CYORK S-51   ANNAFREL ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723866JYORK S-191  N JONES ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
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723869EYORK S-487  CUMMINGS ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723871FYORK US 21/72  E MAIN ST FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723873UYORK MARINE DRIVE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723876PYORK HEPP LANE CROSSBUCKS
723877WYORK S-50 W SPRINGDALE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723879KYORK S-624 EDENVALE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723880EYORK ADKINS RIDGE ROAD CROSSBUCKS
723881LYORK S-510 SCHOOLSIDE RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723882TYORK WISTERIA LN CROSSBUCKS
723883AYORK S-31 NEELEY CREEK RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723885NYORK STONEPOST RD CROSSBUCKS
723889RYORK DURWOOD RD CROSSBUCKS
723890KYORK S-708  LEISURE LANE FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723895UYORK MACKEY LANE CROSSBUCKS
723896BYORK S-697 CURETON FERRY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
723897HYORK POTTERY RD CROSSBUCKS
723898PYORK S-832 ROWELLS RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
723900NYORK CROSBY LANE CROSSBUCKS
723962LYORK WILSON ST CROSSBUCKS
723963TYORK STEWART AVE CROSSBUCKS
723964AYORK S-535  COLUMBIA AVE CROSSBUCKS
723965GYORK SC 322   N CHERRY RD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ONLY
728982PYORK S-195 MT GALLANT ROAD FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
736381BYORK SC-901 HECKLE BYPASS FLASHING LIGHT SIGNAL WITH GATES
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